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Abstract: 

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine challenges encountered by Irish SME’s whilst 

adopting cloud technology in the hospitality industry. Though many large companies are 

moving, or indeed have moved to cloud, yet, still there are considerable number of barriers to 

cloud adoption, especially for small and medium enterprises. This research aims to determine 

barriers to cloud adoption in SME’s. More specifically, factors that impact cloud adoption for 

restaurants in the hospitality industry, in particular in Dublin, Ireland. Dublin is a city with a 

vastly growing appetite for data and with a growing hospitality sector, thus, more than ever, it 

is of paramount importance for restaurants to keep their data safe and cloud technology can fill 

the gap between restaurants and their data storage concerns. 

The research makes a contribution which will to be of valuable to industry experts such as 

Citrix, Dropbox, Salesforce, Zendesk, Oracle cloud, as the findings of this research shed light 

upon and will create awareness about cloud adoption from restaurants point of view in Ireland. 

This study assess why restaurants should go for cloud adoption based on a technology-

organizational-environmental (TOE) framework, as such it makes a contribution to academic 

knowledge, as this is the first study to examine data from the hospitality sector in Dublin. From 

practical point of view the findings of the research will help cloud vendors to understand issues 

related to cloud adoption in restaurants and will encourage them to see the business opportunity 

in this rapidly vast growing sector. From an industry perspective, restaurant owners and 

managers will have empirical data pertaining to cloud adoption and how its’ use can bring 

value-add to their businesses.  

From a population of 200 employees this thesis obtained data from 90 respondents by filling 

an online questionnaire form which has 21 different questions related to cloud adoption. 

Questions were prepared from the outcomes of the literature review of cloud adoption and 

designed with the help of google docs.  

The findings of this research substantiate most employees are not aware of cloud service 

benefits and they have their own doubts related to it. The findings of the research focus on three 

main barriers in cloud adoption: (i) technical, (ii) legal and (iii) organizational.  
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Chapter One: Introduction  

1.1 Background 

The topic of the research is evaluation of barriers faced by Irish SMEs in cloud adoption 

especially in the hospitality industry in Ireland. Cloud Computing is not just a technology 

anymore. It has become a very integral part of the development of any organization. Companies 

store their data in the cloud instead of their own data centres (Vaquero, et al., 2009). By 

progressing to cloud services, companies no need to worry about cost, implementation, and 

maintenance of in-house data centres which consumes lots of time, energy and money. Cloud 

services help them to focus more on their business and growth by taking the entire burden of 

storage part of the IT service (Forbes, 201). 

 SMEs have always contributed a major role in the growth of any economy. More than 90 

percent business in Europe is controlled by small and medium enterprises (European 

Commission, 2005). The adoption for cloud services by SMEs is growing, yet it is not very 

clear what motivated these organizations to move for the service. Any new technology has 

always been the attraction for discussion. The evolution of cloud in web services have been 

always the hot topic among IT sectors and different organizations (Vaquero, et al., 2009). By 

keeping their entire data in cloud, companies can easily relax as they do not have to think about 

the security, maintenance and space for their data. Cloud services will take care of the entire 

process. Organisations can easily focus more on their customer service and other business 

aspects if one part of the technology is fully taken care by cloud vendors (Forbes, 2013). The 

annual growth rate for cloud adoption is more than 20 percent in which SMEs also plays an 

integral part in its growth by moving to cloud services (European Commission, 2012a). 

Cloud computing first came to lime light by appearing in newspaper in 2007 followed by 

academics papers written on cloud in 2008 and got its validation in 2010(Adamuthe et al., 

2015).The adoption for cloud has its own advantages and disadvantages .Data privacy and 

security risks are still the major concerns for many organizations while thinking about cloud 

adoption(Dutta et al., 2013) along with other issues like vendor lock ins, internet availability, 

legal risks and organizational hazards.CC is a service that will help to store the data by 

replacing in house data centres (Choudhary and Vithayathil, 2013). The proper definition for 
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cloud computing is not found in early stages as most definitions of CC used to be either its 

benefits or features of cloud (Alshamaila et al., 2013; Griebel et al., 2015). The definition of 

cloud by Americas National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is widely accepted 

which is, 

                              “Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network 

access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model promotes availability and 

is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment 

models.” (Mell and Grance, 2011) 

Ireland Context 

                    Small and medium enterprises have the ability and potential to be used as a major 

weapon for the economic growth of Ireland (Goodbody, 2011; Enterprise Network Europe, 

2010; Microsoft, 2010). Research on SME sector is also as important as any other sector 

because of its contribution to the financial growth of any country. The success of small and 

medium enterprises contribute a lot towards the employment and GDP growth and in Ireland 

99.5% business comes from SMEs alone from entire business (SBA, 2010).Over €10bn is 

contributed to Irish economy from small and medium enterprises alone(Enterprise Network 

Europe, 2010) which shows the importance of SMEs.CC sales by Irish firms plays a vital role 

for the economy recovery of Ireland(New Morning IP, 2012).In 2010,all most a million people 

got employed only from small and medium enterprises in Ireland(Enterprise Europe Network, 

2010).In 2012,two research labs for cloud computing was established in Ireland as it  is one of 

the most favourable places for CC(Enterprise Ireland, 2012; DCU, 2012).Cloud Computing 

industry contributes a lot for the economic growth in Ireland(Goodbody, 2011).Ireland gives 

equal competition to US firms in cloud computing sector (New Morning IP, 2012).For 

organizations who are thinking for cloud adoption, Ireland makes it much more easier for them 

by consulting proper cloud vendors along with government support. But the success rate for 

cloud adoption in small and medium enterprises in Ireland is not that much impressive as it 

should be. Most SMEs are not aware about the knowledge about cloud and its benefits. 
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1.2 Purpose of the study 

In recent years Cloud Computing is a well-known and appreciated technology for many 

organizations. Cloud adoption is a positive sign for the enhancement and improvement of 

companies who prefers to outsource their data storage centres. But there is one question always 

arises when cloud adoption comes to picture, what are the different barriers associated with 

cloud adoption? This dissertation attempts to find out different types of barriers in cloud 

adoption when it applies to SMEs in hospitality industry in Ireland. It will help cloud vendors 

to come up with better plans especially for hospitality industry. 

 

1.3 Research Question 

This research will investigate the factors that stops SMEs in hospitality industry from moving 

to cloud. The research question comes from researchers own personal interest and experience 

of working in hospitality industry. According to Saunders and Lewis (2012, p. 19), a research 

question should have enough support from the literature review. The research question of this 

dissertation is defined as 

“Evaluation of Challenges Faced by Irish SMEs in Hospitality Industry while adopting Cloud    

Computing.”  

1.4 Research Objectives 

The research objectives should be clear and properly synched with the research question 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 33). The research objective is to find out different barriers associated 

with cloud adoption from SMEs perspective in hospitality industry in Ireland. It will find out 

different factors that affect restaurants from moving to cloud in Ireland. The researcher defines 

the following objectives: 

1-To examine the technological barriers associated with cloud computing, 

2-To assess the Legal barriers associated with cloud computing, 

3-To scrutinize the organizational barriers associated with cloud computing. 

 

1.5 Scope and limitations of this research 

Maylor and Blackmon (2005, p.71) suggests that the research question provides scope and 

limitations for any research to be done. The scope of this research is to figure out different 

issues related to cloud adoption in restaurants in Ireland. The limitations of this research is only 

restricted to restaurants in hospitality industry. 
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1.6 Interest of the study 

The world is changing rapidly due to innovation of new technology from time to time. Cloud 

computing is one of the booming technology in recent years (ENISA, 2009).It has its own 

advantages and disadvantages ,but still considered as a hot technology(Forbes, 2013).This has 

been one of the main reasons for researchers to select cloud adoption for their dissertation. 

Many research have been done on cloud adoption, but very few are there about SMEs in 

hospitality industry specially done on restaurants. This aspect of cloud adoption from 

restaurants point of view will attract many researchers. 

1.7 Contribution of the study 

This study will focus on several aspects of cloud adoption in restaurants in Ireland. This topic 

will help cloud vendors to understand views of cloud adoption of the people working in 

restaurants and will make them understand the difficulties they face while thinking to move to 

cloud.  

 

1.8 Organization of the dissertation 

The dissertation is organized into 7 chapters to give a structural and logical flow as below, 

 

Chapter 1- Introduction 

This chapter introduces us to the research topic. It explains research question, its’ objectives, 

scope and limitations and interest in and significance of the topic. 

 

Chapter 2-Technology adoption 

This chapter describes details of technology adoption and how it impacts organizations. 

 

Chapter 3-Literature review 

This chapter explains what cloud computing and what different types of barriers are being faced 

while adopting cloud service. The literature will create the foundation for the research question 

and will support it by enough evidence. 

 

 

Chapter 4-Methodology 
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The type of methodology chosen for the research will be discussed in this chapter along with 

the explanation and justification. 

 

Chapter 5-Data analysis and findings 

This chapter will analyse the data collected from the questionnaire and will discuss the 

possibilities of its findings. 

 

Chapter 6 -Conclusion  

This chapter will review the main findings from chapter 5 and review the whole findings from 

the research topic. 

 

Chapter 7-Self-reflection on own learning 

This chapter consist of authors own learning experience during the whole research process 

along with the master’s study. 
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Chapter Two: Technology Adoption 

 

2.1 Introduction: 

Small and medium industries like restaurants who operate in the hospitality sector are 

willing to test and adopt new technology or replacing and existing technology. However, they 

may encounter strategic and operational challenges due to complex business operations and the 

client requirements.In the hospitality sector margins are always tight so as such this type of 

saving is very attractive indeed. Whilst is may be a widely acetated belief that cloud is merely 

within the technology industry this is not the case as cloud becomes more pervasive. More 

advanced technologies are used just to provide the firm and competitive advantage over others. 

Cloud is also a technology which is still in its nascent stages. There are many definitions of 

cloud, but the one which is easy to understand is as  “A style of Computing where scalable and 

elastic IT-related capabilities is provided as-a-service using Internet technologies to multiple 

external customers” (Plummer, et al., 2009).  Hence it is believed that by understanding the 

theories of technological adoption, cloud adoption could also be understood. Technology 

adoption is too wide and diversified. A significant number of theories have been put forth to 

understand the adoption process. Already the factors influencing the adoption and risk factor 

of companies to avoid the technologies are analysed taking many theories of technology 

adoption. The factors that leads to successful adoption of cloud computing could also be 

understood by understanding the technology adoption theories at first. As cloud is also a 

technology the similar pattern exhibits are expected during adoption in this earlier phase. 

 

Expressing their concern over the cloud adoption Yang and Tate (2012, p.14) says 

“Adoption of cloud computing is a major concern in our practitioner community, and in our 

view, there is an urgent demand for articles explaining cloud computing technologies in 

business-friendly language.” In the argument they express their concerns over papers 

explaining technical issues of cloud adoption. However, there are not many papers to 

understand it in a business point of view. Which is also a major challenge in cloud adoption. 

The earlier articles claim to be very informative, however the business leaders need to 

understand these in a business point of view and visualise its strategies to make it part of their 

business. 
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Tan et el (2006, p.6) divided the adoption factors to fall into categories like people and 

technology. In this paper he tried to explain how people and technology both a major factor is 

influencing greatly the cloud adoption. Sometimes the adoption factors get mixed of with hype 

(Linthicum, 2009), and should be carefully move towards the cloud adoption in a gradual small 

step which makes sense. Cloud vendors advise, industry point of view, successful and also 

failure stories about the technology adoption in general and cloud adoption in particular will 

help in a deeper understanding of the pattern which can help in cloud adoption. 

The cloud computing adoption frame works helps to understand different aspects of 

cloud adoption from organizations point of view. Technology framework is vital for cloud 

adoption and various aspects of it is discussed in detail for better understanding of the topic. 

  

 

 

2.2 Technology Framework 

Cavusoglu et al. (2010) divide technology diffusion theory into two major categories: 

(i) macro diffusion studies, and (ii) adopted studies. Macro diffusion branch deals with the rate 

of adoption and pattern of adoption while adopter studies deal with drivers and barriers of 

technology adoption. The study of technology and its adoption is very crucial to help industries 

to adapt to changing world and have competitive advantage over the others (Oliveira and 

Martins, 2011).  Following sections deal with literature review related to Technology Adoption. 

 

There are a number of theories which are used pervasively in the studies of the cloud 

adoption:  

1) Diffusion of Innovation (hereafter “DOI”) (Rogers,1995); 

2) Technology acceptance Model (hereafter “TAM”) (Davis,1989); 

3)  Technology-Organisation-Environment (hereafter “TOE”) (Tornatzky et al., 1990); 

and 

4)  Unified Theory of acceptance and use of Technology (hereafter “UTAUT”) 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003). 

 

 Hashim et al. (2015) rank the adoption theories by the frequency of use across the domain 

and find that TAM and TOE theories are most frequently used, followed by DOI and UTAUT 

respectively. Bayramusta and Nasir (2016) find via a systematic review largest number of 
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papers which is 45 in cloud adoption field. After taking 51 papers into account El-Gazaar 

(2014) found that TOE was the most frequently used model used in 11 studies and then DOI 

and TAM. However, most importantly majority of the articles taken an integrated model to suit 

complex structure like cloud. Same concept of integrated model is again supported by Gangwar 

et al. (2014; 2015). 

 

Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 will analyse DOI, TAM and TOE in detail. The UTAUT model 

in not a frequently used method for cloud adoption (Oliveira and Martins, 2011; Salah Hashim 

et al., 2015) and just used at use level, hence will not be carried forward further within this 

thesis.  

 

2.2.1 DOI 

Oliveira and Martins (2011) conducted research of firm level IT adoption as IT provides 

competitive advantages over the others to gleam knowledge about the factors in IT adoption. 

They describe DOI as the study of why, how and at what rates the adoption of IT encompasses. 

It utilises concept of adopter categories, S-shaped curve and adoption predictors. Contrastingly, 

Fichman and Carroll (2000) criticised the DOI in that it only can be very effective for less 

complex or basic IT adoptions. They also claim that DOI is less capable of handling complex 

technology adoption, which depends on many factors like cloud. Equally, Sallehudin and 

Razak (2015), criticise DOI when taking compatibility, trialability, complexity and 

observability into account. They elucidate that the main focus of DOI is on the technology and 

its’ features, which will be helpful in the adoption and has no importance is being given to the 

decision maker who plays a major role in the adoption process. Their proposal for mitigating 

the weaknesses theoretically by introduction of innovativeness also loses its robustness. 

 

 In a change of direction within the literature, Gangwar et al. (2014) advocate that the 

technological factor and organisational factor in the both DOI and TOE method is the same. 

However, the environment factor is missing in the DOI making it not suitable for the adoptions 

which are influenced by the environment. The position of Low (2011) and Oliveira and Martins 

(2011) that the TOE is more consistence with the DOI method and hence DOI factors can be 

extended. This approach is shadowed by Gangwar’s et al (2014) theory that DOI is more 

inferior to TOE and hence as a result, they have concentrated on the integration of TAM and 

TOE models leaving DOI behind.  
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Many researchers have sought to integrate the models in a different way though out the 

research domain. Alkhater et al. (2014) endeavoured to integrate TOE and DOI for the cloud 

adoption approach. However, they have failed to justify the exclusion of trialability of the cloud 

adoption, additionally, the cloud vendors provide pay-as-you-go and hence very much provides 

the trialability option. This may be attributable to the dearth of primary research on the topic 

and also methodology; hence unfortunately not successful in this. However, the integration of 

DOI and TOE makes their paper an important literature when comes to any technology 

adoption. 

 

(Cavusoglu et al., 2010) suggest that DOI fails to include a role for the opponent. In 

deeper observation compatibility and competitive advantage is dealt with a broader horizon 

and inconsistently that it is difficult to get any outcome out of it (Davis, 1989). Relative 

advantage is a very important concept covering cost, security, flexibility and reliability of the 

firm (Alshamaila et al., 2013; Lian et al., 2014). This interpretation of the researcher about the 

inclusive relative advantage created various issues in validity. Lian et al. (2013) and Low et al. 

(2011) failed to find any relative advantage as a major factor of cloud adoption contrasting the 

popular researcher Gangwar et al., (2015) and Safari et al., (2015). 
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Figure 1 The combined TOE+DOI adoption model developed by Alkhater et al. (2014) 

 

2.2.2 TAM 

TAM seeks to understand the technology adoption by understanding the relationship 

between Perceived Usefulness (hereafter “PU”) and Perceived Ease of Use (hereafter “PEU”) 

which practically determines the actual usage behaviour and hence most influential and 

frequently used theory in technology adoption (Burda and Teuteberg, 2014; Gangwar et al., 

2014). Davis (1989) tries to define PU as "the degree to which a person believes that using a 

particular system would enhance his or her job performance" and PEU as “the degree to which 

a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort” (Davis, 1989). Also, 

it can be stated that TAM deals with individual level of adoption (Oliveira and Martins, 2011; 

Stieninger and Nedbal, 2014). 
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Gangwar et al. (2014) endeavour to integrate the TAM method with the TOE method 

to understand its usefulness in studying innovative technologies like cloud computing, but they 

prove that this method has weaknesses and cannot be used to understand technologies like 

cloud computing or any innovative technology. Extending the criticism Gangwar et al. (2014) 

points out that this method doesn’t count factors like security, trust and firm size (Gangwar et 

al., 2014; Stieninger and Nedbal, 2014) which are more critical factors considering 

technologies like cloud. Also, this method fails to take financial performance of any 

organisation as a major factor according to Gangwar et al (2014). 

 

Justification of the TAM integrated models were well integrated and sounded strong in 

the papers of Gangwar et al. (2014), but they fail to present the exact picture of the integrated 

model. In broader picture they were successful in understanding the IT adoption in a TAM 

integrated model. However, lack of clear picture of this model makes it difficult to follow them 

(Burda and Teuteberg, 2014; Gangwar et al., 2014) where are able to predict 40% of the 

variance in individual’s decision in cloud adoption by repeated empirical testing, strength and 

simplicity. As the cloud adoption is an organisational level of decision and not individual level 

decision and hence it is not possible to follow this model of technology adoption. 

 

2.2.3 TOE 

 

TOE is the most popular and frequently used model in Technology adoption. It 

considers the major factors like technology, organisation and environment and hence greatly 

influence technology adoption and implementation which are innovative ones (Baker, 2012; 

Gangwar et al., 2014; Ray, 2016). 
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Figure 2 The TOE innovation adoption framework (Tornatzky et al., 1990) 

 

With addition of these three significant factors now this model is more consistent with 

the previous DOI model and many overlaps of the factors have been examined (Baker, 2012; 

Low et al., 2011; Salah Hashim et al., 2015). Often it has been seen the concepts of DOI model 

like relative advantage, complexity and compatibility is used while studying the TOE concept 

(Borgman et al., 2013). 

 

This framework has been adopted and favoured by many researchers while working on 

technology adoption as it better explains the external factors, drivers and barriers while 

adopting new technology (Oliveira and Martins, 2011). The main advantage of this model is 

flexibility to select the factors under these main longitudinal sections (Borgman et al., 2013). 

This makes TOE most popular among the researchers and the widely accepted model while 

considering technology adoption. The factors, however, vary widely while considering 

adoption in different domains Alshamaila et al. (2013). 
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Figure 3 TOE factors which affect the CC adoption decision (Alshamaila et al., 2013) 

 

However, in the authors’ perspective the flexibility of taking many factors into 

consideration for technology adoption become the primary weakness as well. As it is a generic 

framework and the factors vary widely; hence the prediction cannot be very robust and 

accurate. The three major sections of this model operated as three topologies. And hence 

Gangwar et al. (2014) commented that there is a requirement of a more robust model compared 

to TOE. In Baker’s (2012) criticised this model as underdeveloped one and the researchers do 

not have much of the space to adjust or to improve this theory as it suits all the scenarios and 

fits all. As the view point of the researcher the weakness of this model can be reduced, risk 

associated with it can be mitigated where the understanding of the subject supersedes the 

generalisation of the model. In the work of Alshamaila et al. (2013), he justifies the use of 

holistic approach as it helps in their exploratory research. 
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This method can create validity issues as the view point of the respondents or the 

interviewee in qualitative method can be biased (Saunders et al., 2009). As this paper is dealing 

with the firms present only in the Ireland (2014a; 2014b), there will be very less overlapping 

of the factors. Contrastingly, Alshamaila (2013) are not so direct in term of the clear picture of 

the model and hence makes it difficult to determine if the model should be deployed.  

 

 

2.3 Life Cycle Choices: 

The organisations generally follow the technology adoption life cycle model (Rogers, 

2003) when they would like to adopt any new technology. This model is built on the research 

paper of Bohlen and Beal (1957) where they explain how the technology, or any new ideas 

spread. The technology adoption life cycle follows a diffusion cycle which looks like a ‘S’ 

curve (blue) when it comes to adopting any new ideas or technologies. A function of time till 

the market reaches a saturation point (yellow) is also depicted (Rogers, 2003). 

 

 

Figure 4  Technology adoption life cycle (Rogers, 2003) 
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Many others use this model to understand how a technology diffuses or being adapted 

on any particular timeframe. Federico (2011, p.2) uses this model to describe the cloud 

adoption moving from “innovators” to “Early adopters” to finally “laggards”. Here laggards 

are the last to adopt any technology and they adopt it during a declining phase, hence the 

companies which are planning to adopt to cloud computing need to analyse the time in which 

they are planning to adopt cloud computing. It is very important and critical for the SME’s in 

hospitality industry to understand this and choose or look for the correct timing in order to 

adopt cloud computing and also carefully analyse their business opportunity and strategies. 

 

When it comes to adopting cloud Accenture (2013, pp.78-82) in their white papers 

advised to change the question from “should we use cloud?” to re-phrase “How we use cloud”? 

They advocate an aggressive cloud first mentality for any organisation will not work. Rather 

they need to analyse which components needs to be moved to cloud to achieve some benefit 

like cost saving. Any operations happening in-house should be compared to the cloud and what 

benefit could be brought by the cloud? After that only the decision to adopt cloud and for what 

reason should be considered. All industries cannot follow same strategy or technique while 

adopting cloud. The market and environment they operate in always influences their decision 

of adopting cloud. Slack et al. (2010, p.65) propose 4 strategic perspectives which determines 

strategic operation of an organisation. 
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Figure 5 Four strategic perspective (Slack et al 2010) 

 

Above picture illustrates the factors influencing (internal resources, market where they deal 

with, emerging trend etc.) the business to perform. 

 

The ability to change and adapt easily is the successful factor in technology projects (Greer, 

2009). Unlike big industries small and medium businesses decision is influenced directly by 

the internal resources, their relationship with the market and also the world outside. The key 

factor to success always depends upon the relationship between the internal and external 

environment (Mullholand, Pyke and Fingar, 2010). A study conducted by Garrison, Kim and 

Wakefield (2012) also derived in their paper that the successful adoption is mainly dependent 

upon the internal resources available and their management capability.  

 

 

 

2.4 Vendor Support: 
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In a survey with 378 SME’s Harindranath, and Dyerson (2008) found out that the 

adoption of new technology is basically depends on the company operation and potential 

strategic use of the technology in the business. They also found that the SME leaders are 

worried about the cost and also complexity of the technology and reliability on the vendors 

play a significant role in terms of cloud adoption. These findings seem contradictory to the 

survey done by Microsoft (2010, p.9) where 27% client responded they would like to go for a 

cloud solution if the vendor is a certified and trusted vendor.  

 

In a quantitative survey on organisational capabilities Garrison (2012, p.7) found that 

the organisations which are planning to move to cloud computing should relook their 

managerial and technical capabilities to handle cloud and also the relationship with the vendor. 

The technical capability is not the only factor which would influence companies to adopt cloud. 

Trust between the client company and the vendor also a strong factor in companies adopting 

cloud Garrison (2012, pp.62-64). Garrison (2012, p.68) concludes that even the successful 

implementation of the cloud is considered as competitive advantage and a source of 

differentiation compared to their competitors. Garrison (2012, p.68) again mentions about the 

financial or cost effectiveness of the cloud that separates the company from the other 

competitors economically as well. 

 

IBM (2011, p.1) adopt a quite contradictory open framework when coming to cloud. 

They are trying to build a vendor trust by promising an open framework which changes with 

time. A cloud vendor must change with time and requirement and be responsive towards the 

client requirements. IBM is providing that option to the client as selecting the correct vendor 

is very much important in adopting cloud. As per IBM philosophy, Client Company must not 

face vendor locking in terms of technology. All the technology vendors are expected to follow 

their own road-maps in terms of their product portfolio. Dell Techaisle (2012, p.2) states that: 

“Early SMB cloud adopters have found that successful cloud strategy depends on the three 

factors: right vendor selection, planned and efficient deployment, and effective integration with 

existing cloud and on-premise systems” 
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Figure 6 Three Factors in Successful Cloud Adoption (techaisle, 2012) 

 

From all the three factors selecting correct vendor is found to be the most important 

factor. When asked whether they consider having the same client 70% responded that they will 

buy the cloud services from the best-in class cloud vendor. Accenture (2012, p.34) point out 

that when choosing the cloud vendor, the organisations should look for a lasting vendor and 

check the compatibility of the vendor services with their existing technology and in-premise 

set-ups rather just considering the vendor reputation. They focus more on the steps of cloud 

adoption in detail rather just an event such as cloud adoption. The vendors which have 

capability to access the clients’ business capability and suggests the services accordingly are 

more likely to be adopted. 

 

Cloud is not just and single technology, it provides several services in terms on infra, 

software and platforms. So, it becomes very important for the organisations to find out how to 

use cloud to make their work easy or the business profitable than just thinking of moving to 

cloud. Accenture (2012, p.34) also advises that organisations needs to change their system 

architecture. Rather just depending on the management who takes the decision whether to move 

to cloud or not. With the old system the companies might have missed very important 

opportunities and competitive advantage to transform their business with the help of cloud. 

Chorafas (2011, p.31) highlights that technical architecture is just for technical terms but the 

business architecture is more important for a company. And hence, most important factor for 

SME would be people who knows how to put together the system and business to come to a 

conclusion. 

 

The analysis shows that companies who have a clear strategy of how to use cloud to 

accelerate their business becomes successful eventually. However, companies only looking for 

the cost-saving factor from the cloud miss out the total essence of the cloud (Gartner, 2012). 
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Cost saving should not be considered only goal of the cloud adoption and other factors also 

given consideration which their business can be cherished more (Gartner, 2012). 

 

2.5 Value proposition 

When productivity of any technology needs to be considered then many other factors 

are to be considered along with the economic factor. Van der Zee (2002, p.2) points out a 

paradox which says that “Scholars, researchers, business managers, and consultants have 

divergent views about the business value of IT.” The lack of enough evidence where the 

business productivity increment can be measured after adopting IT made it a ‘productivity 

paradox’. And this has become the reason for development of a framework named IT 

management and measurement. Van der Zee (2002, p.7) introduced a phrase called “BtripleE” 

to measure the key performance indicator (KPI). here the values at different level of business 

is explored. The meaning of “BtripleE” is “Business value of IT, Effectiveness of IT and 

Effectiveness and Efficiency of IT supply.” Buyya et al., (2011, p.45) point a phase 

Cloudonomics which describes the cloud readiness of any organisation. This model is primarily 

used to measure the KPI (key performance Indicator) of “business and IT plans, risk, 

compliances, financial contribution to the business, IT process supporting service, service level 

reporting and customer satisfaction”. Cloudonomics framework in mainly focused on aligning 

the business mindset of the cloud strategy, managing service management and relationship 

between the consumer and producer. 

 

Divergent views on the cloud adoption made it complicated to measure any productivity 

like its economic value. Chorafas (2011, p.140) warns the implications of not fully 

understanding the value of IT before accepting it or rejecting it. Despite all these planning and 

execution phase of the cloud adoption should be controlled effectively to make the process a 

success Ramsey et al. (2008, p.1). Ramsey et al. (2008, p.1) talks about factors like adaptation 

to rapidly changing technology, ability to compete in a ever changing market place can be the 

major factor while considering successful technology adoption. Current SME’s are focused 

mainly on growing their revenue and also profit margin (Techaisle, 2012). 

 

Hadidi (2010, p.4) points out that it is very important for the SME’s to align their 

strategy to the cloud, analyse the benefits and risk while adopting cloud would lay a clear path 

in successful implementation of the cloud. (Techaisle, 2012) Early adopted of the SME cloud 
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have benefited from the cloud. 87% responded positive about getting competitive advantage 

over the competitors. 85% agreed that moving to cloud proved to be more productive for the 

business as well as employees.  

 

2.6 Conclusion  

 

This chapter discussed various frame work model suitable for the study.  Popular adoption 

theories were discussed, and TOE frame work is selected as the research framework for this 

study.
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Chapter Three: Literature Review  

 

This section will present review of literature on cloud computing and factors that restrict 

firms from adopting cloud computing to form a conceptual framework on which to base this 

thesis. As per Maylor and Blackmon (2005, p.81) the purpose of literature review is to create 

a foundation for the research topic and give proper justification for research question. The 

literature review ensures enough evidence is there to support our research question and give us 

direction to lead our research (Andrews 2004, pp.17-18). Hart (2005, p.3) further states 

literature helps us to understand the research done on the topic and how to progress in our 

methodology while collecting significant data and key factors. According to Saunders et al. 

(2009 pp. 59-60), literature review helps us to understand the research topic better and deeper. 

It gives a better and clear idea about the theme of our topic. It also makes us understand the 

various research done on the topic before and gives us a better clarification on the research 

topic. It also shows us the path to follow while doing our research. The objective is the research 

is to find out barriers that effect adoption of loud computing in hospitality industry in Ireland. 

By conducting the literature review the literature gap will be defined and this study will then 

be contextualised within the literature.  

3.1 Cloud Computing 

This section will introduce us to cloud technology and will give us some back-ground 

details of cloud. Cloud Computing is defined as “A style of Computing where scalable and 

elastic IT-related capabilities are provided as-a-service using Internet technologies to multiple 

external customers” (Plummer, et al., 2009). The concept of cloud computing was originated 

in 1960 by two great inventors, Joseph Licklider and John McCarthy (MIT Technology 

Review, 2011). As per Huizenga (2005): “cloud computing is an innovative technology, little 

evidence has so far been gathered on the factors that contribute to the success of innovation in 

information technology”. After Huizenga report cloud adoption is considered as a proper 

significant business model and cloud adoption is accepted as a technology innovation. Cloud 

computing is a booming technology in IT and the demand for cloud adoption among IT sectors 

has shown a major significant growth (Gartner, 2011).  
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3.1.1 Cloud Computing Service Models: 

Cloud Vendors provide 3 different types of service based on the demand and requirements of 

the customers. 

1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a basic layer of service from cloud. In this service 

model a platform will be given to customers where they can run their own applications 

on cloud infrastructure. They do not have any control over the infrastructure but can 

make changes to the applications and networks (Mell & Grance, 2009). 

2. The Platform as a Service (PaaS) is the middle layer, which offers platform-oriented 

services along with providing infrastructure to run users' applications. The customer 

can run on its applications using programming languages where the cloud vendor will 

provide all the necessary support for it. This model offers some control to the deployed 

applications but not to the Cloud infrastructure (Mell & Grance, 2009). Google 

Application Engine and force.com. Are some examples pf PaaS. 

3. Software as a Service (SaaS) is the most advanced layer of service from cloud vendors 

where all the services will be provided (Jensen, et al., 2009). According to Mell & 

Grance (2009) the company outsources everything to the cloud vendor. They can access 

the cloud services through internet connection. In this the client cannot manage or 

change any service from cloud, be it programs or infrastructure.Oracle.com and 

salesforce.com are some examples of SaaS. 
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Figure 7 Visual Model of NIST Working Definition of Cloud Computing (Mell and 

Grance 2011) 

 

3.1.2 Cloud Computing Deployment Modules 

Cloud computing deployment models are of 4 types. They are described in detail below. 

1. Public: As per (NIST) definition public cloud is provisioned for open use by general 

public. It may be managed and operated by various organisations like academic, 

government organisations or private organisations. The data centre is always present in 

the premise of the cloud provider (Mell and Grance 2011). It brings profit to the vendor 

by using data centre pooling (Mell and Grance 2011).  However, as the data processing 

unit is not under the organisations control it might raise security and reliability issues 

(Cloudcomputing.ieee.org, 2019). 

2. Private: Unlike public cloud, private cloud is provisioned to server a single 

organisation. It is not necessarily present within the organisation. It might present with 

the vendor as well (Mell and Grance 2011). Private clouds are preferred by companies 

who have special requirement in terms of security and performance as normal data 

centres work with commodity hardware (Cloudcomputing.ieee.org, 2019).   
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3. Hybrid: Hybrid cloud is a combination of other types of cloud. It can be either 

combination of private, public or community cloud (Mell and Grance 2011). Hybrid 

cloud is most difficult to manage as it might present in both on-premise and vendor-

side. Hybrid cloud is most shout and preferred by most of the companies as it provides 

benefit of both private and public cloud. With private cloud it can achieve security and 

reliability. With public it might be more fault resistance (Cloudcomputing.ieee.org, 

2019). Major challenge is smooth integration of public and private cloud. 

4. Community: Community cloud is similar to public cloud. But it is shared by 

organisation who have a common goal. Scientific communities, Academic 

communities might use community cloud. It is owned and maintained by cloud vendor 

or third-party organisations (Mell and Grance 2011). Community cloud involves co-

operation between infrastructures of different organisations. It is used for inter- 

organisational projects resistance (Cloudcomputing.ieee.org, 2019). 

 

3.2 -Technological Barriers Associated with Cloud Computing 

 

Kim et al., (2009) suggest that despite the fact there are lots of benefits of Cloud 

Computing, there are number of barriers associated with Cloud Computing. Technological 

barriers are among the paramount barriers influencing adopting of Cloud Computing. The small 

and medium enterprises do not require much space for data storage and hence can have their 

own data centre with much lesser investment. These organizations also do not like to fulfil all 

the requirements needed for cloud adoption such as bandwidth for connecting to cloud server 

or payment schemes by cloud vendors. 

 

3.2.1 Security 

 

While moving to cloud companies face major technological barriers such as data 

privacy, security and portability (Nattakarn Phaphoom et al., 2015).Their study mainly helps 

us to understand different aspects and issues faced by organizations while integrating to cloud 

services .The research points out six major technical barriers such as availability, portability, 

integration with current enterprise system, migration complexity, data privacy and security in 
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cloud adoption. In Saudi Arabia the most influential factor for cloud adoption is quality of 

service and trust while security and privacy concerns still stands as a barrier for many 

companies there (Nouf Alkhater et al, 2018).The research, which was done by collecting data 

from 300 private companies in Saudi Arabia concludes, concludes security concerns have a 

negative impact for cloud adoption as data storage is managed by a third party. Security 

concerns plays an important role while any organization will think for cloud adoption (Lian et 

all,2014).As cloud technology is completely new ,the  security at various levels such as host, 

networks, data levels and application is also questioned(Maricela -Georgiana Avram 

2014).Some organizations are not sure whether cloud providers can provide enough security to 

protect their data as compared to their own data security centres. User privacy, authentication 

and data security issues always comes as a major drawback when moving to cloud (Mazhar Ali 

et al,2015). Same technical issues such as security, privacy and trust affect adoption of cloud 

in SMEs in Nigeria, Sahara Africa (Julian M bass et al (2014) research shows why Govt 

organizations are not showing interest for cloud adoption. It finds out the major issues with 

businessman and government organizations are security issues such as encryption, access 

authentication, anti-virus protection and firewall. They are not sure about the data safety in 

cloud and chances of hacking of important government documents are always there. Data 

security is again major concern for many schools if they are thinking to keep their information 

in cloud (Hartmann et al2017). In Australia also, the major concern is security for cloud 

adoption (Senerathna et al2016). 

  A major security concern with cloud adoption is data ownership (Chebrolu, 2011). 

Many companies feel they will lose complete control over their data if it is stored in cloud. In 

particular, as cloud service is shared by many organizations, some feel insecure about sharing 

their data with others as cyber security threats are always there (Sengupta et al. ,2011). 

3.2.2 Data Breach(s) 

 

Trust is also another major drawback in cloud adoption as the cloud provider will have 

full access to the data of the client. Though the Service Level Agreement (hereafter the “SLA”) 

is signed by both the parties, still data bleach chances are there resulting the reputation of the 

company (Khan and Malluhi, 2010).Complete ownership of the data will no longer be the same 

as it will be managed by another organization and risk regarding data confidentiality also 

increases resulting data breach (Takabi et al., 2010). 
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3.2.3 Internet 

                 As per Maricela-Georgiana Avram (2014), the internet plays an important role while 

moving to cloud. If any organization is opting for cloud adoption, then it needs high speed 

internet connection all the time to access its data from cloud provider. Small businesses located 

in rural areas of US also thinks quality of service such as high bandwidth and fast internet 

connection stops them from migrating to cloud (Perm Kumar et al., 1999). Another research 

paper by Berlin Mano Rober Willson et al, (2015) shows how technological factors such as 

broad band availability, high bandwidth and vendor lock in influence cloud adoption in SMEs 

in Tamil Nadu, India. 

3.2.4 Knowledge of Cloud 

While moving to cloud the fear of job loss in IT workplace also one of the drawbacks 

for slower rate of cloud adoption(Muhammad H Raza et all, 2015).As per their research if 

company going for cloud adoption then the people working in its own data centres will lose 

respective jobs and the organization again has to hire people for cloud technology which is 

again a complete new platform for them. While moving to cloud adjusting with the existing 

technology and adopting to a new technology also creates issues for many organizations 

(Heinle and strebel 2010; Dargha 2012). Many companies follow a particular format to operate 

their data and usually stay comfortable with the technology they are used to from a long period 

of time. While moving to cloud they need to adopt some technical changes which may not be 

very suitable for them. In addition, cloud vendors can change their platform any time without 

the customers consent (Leavitt,2009). Technical project managers ranked time, cost and scope 

as three main parameters for project sustainability (Chen Wang et al., 2016). Data privacy and 

security issues while moving to cloud also bothers project managers as they are the ones who 

decide the future of any project. 

3.2.5 Vendor Lock-In 

  Martins et al., (2016) demonstrate that vendor lock in problems effects cloud adoption. 

Occasionally, companies cannot move for better service in cloud if they have contract with a 

particular cloud vendor. 

3.2.6 Quality of Service 

Less IT developed countries such as Turkey, encounter many technical barriers such as 

security, critical business process, loss of control over data, and lack of infrastructure while 

moving to cloud (Guner Sneiders, 2014). The research conducted on 5 big Turkish companies’ 
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show how the quality of service from cloud vendors plays an important role for cloud adoption. 

These companies fear the loss of their valuable data if it is stored in cloud. Also, they lack 

proper infrastructure such as high bandwidth which is one of the main requirements of cloud 

adoption. They explained how quality of service plays an important role when the decision of 

moving to cloud comes to picture. Sometimes maintaining data in cloud requires certain kind 

of services and companies need to change few infrastructures in their IT department (Clarke 

Roger, 2013). 

Another research done by Berlin Mano Robert Wilson et all (2015), shows what 

difficulties arises by SMEs in Tamil Nadu, India while moving to cloud, the research done by 

collecting data from 70 SMEs in Tamil Nadu emphasis mainly on broadband availability, high 

band width cost and vendor lock ins as the main technical barriers in cloud adoption. Another 

country where the acceptance of cloud is still low is Germany in spite, they understand the cost 

benefits of cloud (Markus Siepermann, et all ,2016). Their main concern is also data security 

and trust on the cloud service provider.   In Portugal only, big companies prefer to move to 

cloud as compared to less technically storage firms (Mariana et all,2014). Small firms do not 

want to spend extra money and resources on cloud vendors as they are already comfortable 

with their own data centres. They are hesitant to move to cloud though it’s a widely famous 

and accepted technology all over the world. 

3.2.7 Cost 

Cloud vendors come with different plans based on customers requirement and budget 

(Rahmath and Sarwar, 2014). In most cases customers pay as per their usage and services. But 

hospitality sector does not have a proper and brief idea about cost details of cloud vendors as 

they are not used to this type of technology. Sometimes they fear they have to pay extra for the 

service though it is not that useful for their requirement. For example, a small restaurant in 

Ireland does not need enough space to keep its data in cloud and they can easily store it with 

themselves. So, moving to cloud does not excite them as they cannot take full benefit of the 

service. According to Srikumar (2013) the entire set up will be done by cloud vendors while 

moving to cloud and sometimes small companies do not want to migrate to the cloud as per 

vendors’ requirement. 
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3.2.8 Lack of support:  

According to Rahmath and Sarwar (2014) every customer wants their issues to be 

resolved as soon as possible and they do not want to stay in a queue while resolving their issue. 

If any issue arises in cloud, then the customer needs to contact to the cloud vendor for solution 

and it may take some time if the service is busy. This issue also stops customers from hospitality 

industry to adopt cloud as their business is on daily basis and they do not want any disturbance 

during that period. If any SME subscribing cloud, then at least they should know how to operate 

it. Sometimes you may need an extra employee just to work on cloud. A significant number of 

SMEs in hospitality industry do not want to spent time and money on training on the use of the 

cloud. Instead, they will go for the traditional way of data storage, which can be locally 

operated by any one. 

3.3 Legal Barriers Associated with Cloud Computing: 

  

Kim et al. (2009) suggested that legal factors are one of the key factors hindering 

adoption of the Cloud Computing. In many parts of the world, data access and privacy 

legislation are either non-existent or they are not strict. Even the presence of such legislation 

does not guarantee complete enforcement. Owing to this, firms are hesitating from adopting 

Cloud Computing as firms are afraid that if something bad happens to the firms, they would 

not have any legal remedy for this. So, firms refrain from adopting Cloud Computing.  

In few countries’ government can access the data at any given point of time. They have 

full authorization to access your any personal data without your permission. I f your cloud 

vendor has its hub there then your data is not fully safe though you belong to another country. 

If as per laws, your data is accessed then also you cannot do anything. These aspects of cloud 

create big fear among many small and medium enterprises as they do not want their data to be 

accessed by any one (Kim et al., 2009). 

              

             

3.4 Organizational Barriers Associated with Cloud Computing: 

  

Antonopoulos and Gilliam (2010) suggested that security issues are one of the major 

challenges linked with Cloud Computing. Based on their research, they reported that 90 percent 
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of the firms that have adopted Cloud Computing are concerned about the security of their data 

and regarded it the one of the most important barriers. Armbrust et al. (2009) also highlighted 

this issue and suggested that firms that are planning to adopt cloud computing are afraid of 

unauthorized access, hacking and malicious insiders. Firms do not have foolproof security 

systems, so they are afraid that if they use Cloud Computing, then their organizational secrets 

will be leaked, and it will may detrimental to their organizational success.  

  

Gupta, Seetharaman, and Raj (2013) analyzed the problems faced by SMEs and revealed that 

small organizations are afraid that if they adopt Cloud Computing, then they have to enter in 

to a long-term contract with the Cloud Computing vendor. The problems associated with this 

are servicing cost and migration of data to and from Cloud Computing. Cegielski et all., (2012) 

suggested that SMEs are not adopting Cloud Computing as it is complex, and SMEs do not 

have resources to understand the Cloud Computing and invest in it. As Cloud Computing is 

advancing, this gap is widening. Further to this, Kim et al. (2009) highlighted that SMEs are 

not Cloud Computing as they do not have adequate resources that they can spend on purchasing 

of Cloud Computing infrastructure and software package.  

Haslinda and Hassan (2017) focus on organizational factors that affect SMEs decisions 

to adopt cloud computing. The research was done in Malaysia by collecting data from 90 

SMEs. Only information technology resources were found useful and beneficial while making 

decisions to adopt cloud computing. Support from management and employs knowledge about 

cloud computing does not play an important role for cloud adoption whereas resources 

supporting cloud computing always shows a positive sign for cloud adoption.                  

Chapter Four: Methodology  

 

4.1 Introduction 

Research methodology is the most important step of any research paper. It helps the 

reader to understand how the data is collected, the reason why this particular data is collected 

and how it will be analysed in taking a decision. It also helps to pave the steps of research 

which will be adopted to carry out this research. This section is used to substantiate the 

quantitative approach adopted for this paper. In the upcoming sections the strategy and 

philosophy of the researcher is justified. The reliability of the business decision based on this 

research paper is analysed along with the ethics of the researcher. 
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Coming to definition as per Saunders et al (2003, p 3), research methodology is the skeleton 

which helps the researcher in understanding the process of the research, philosophical 

assumptions taken for similar research and finally the results or outcome of these methods. The 

author describes this using “research onion” which states and compares various layers. 

(Saunders et al 2009, p 108) explains about six layers of the research onion. All the layers have 

equal significance in the research method. The layers are as below. 

1. Research Philosophy;  

2. Research Approach; 

3. Research Strategy; 

4. Research Choice; 

5. Time-horizon; and 

6. Research Ethics. 

 

Figure 8 The Research Onion, a guide through the various research choices (Saunders et 

al., 2009) 

4.2 Research Philosophy 

Research philosophy is related to the nature of knowledge and how it is gathered 

(Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2009) and the chosen research philosophy makes assumption 

about how the researcher views the world. Research philosophy is also directly related to the 
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questions formed by the researcher to find the answer to the question and also the philosophical 

bias of the researcher (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). There are basically three main research 

philosophies that can be adopted by the researchers to carry out the research. Those are 

Positivism, Realism and Interpretivism. 

An interpretivist philosophy is a part of the epistemology where the researcher plays a 

very vital role (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2009). In the Qualitative approach of 

knowledge gathering generally the researcher need to interpret the data gathered from the 

respondent. The data is collected in the form of speeches, videos etc. The people speak about 

any topic generally includes their memory about the subject, past experience of this subject and 

the expectation they have in future. There are no direct answers to the question. However, from 

these elaborative answer’s researchers need to deduct the meaning or the finding. Sometimes 

more than one interpretation can come from the same data. Sometimes the deduction varies 

according to the social reality in which people act (Clough and Nutbrown, 2007). And hence it 

is called the interpretivism. From the context of the data important factors are derived to 

construct the reality. 

 

In this thesis a post-positivism approach is adopted. Bryman and Bell (2007) “post-

positivism is an epistemological position that advocates the application of the methods of the 

natural sciences to the study of social reality and beyond”. This method is most suitable as the 

conclusions are based on the data samples derived from the end users who deals with the 

decision making of the cloud adoption technique. This will lead to credible data gathering and 

testing of the hypothesis (Mark, et al., 2009). 

 

4.3 Research Approach 

This is second layer of the research onion. After deciding the research philosophy, the 

second factor that can be decided is research approach. As per (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 

2009) research approaches are broadly classified into 2 categories: (i) inductive and (ii) 

deductive. This thesis is based on the deductive approach. A deductive approach is based on 

the existing approaches. In this type of approach, a research question is formed, and the 

deduction is expected to precede from the earlier deduction made with regard to the same topic. 

All the variable relations are defined. As this thesis adopts a quantitative approach, deductive 

is the most appropriate for this. The answer to the research question is presented as hypothesis. 

The arguments are derived from the literature review. After the survey is analysed the 
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hypothetical answer is tested against the correct one and, provides an answer whether to agree 

or disagree. This also based upon the truths grounded in scientific principles. Also, this is a 

very structured approach and independent to the view of the researcher. This approach needs a 

data sample of sufficient size to make the result a generalise statement (Saunders et al., 2009). 

 

This method starts with the conceptual and theoretical structure creation before the 

testing based on the empirical observation (Gill, 2002). In all the deductive approach it all starts 

with a theory first (Mark, et al., 2009). It takes the general statement and slowly forwards 

towards specific conclusions (Saunders, et al., 2009). This thesis seeks to identify the key 

factors that are affecting the decision to move to cloud or not for the small and medium level 

hospitality industry like restaurants in Ireland (Saunders et al., 2009). 

 

Contrastingly, the inductive method is dependent to the researcher. The researcher is 

considered as a part of the research process. In qualitative method only the experience, memory 

and expectations of each contributor is analysed by the researcher and hence it is not structured 

like the deductive approach. It might give different outcomes when separate researchers work. 

It is flexible and permit changes along with the progress of the research. The concern is to find 

a theory by gaining understanding from the human events. Unlike the deductive approach this 

takes a smaller sample of data and tries to interpret the user point of view (Saunders et al., 

2009). 

 

4.4 Research Strategy 

 

A research strategy is the plan of the researcher how he planned to answer the research 

question (Saunders et al., 2009). The key methods within academic literature are analysed: (i) 

Experiment, (ii) Case study (iii) Action research (iv) Grounded Theory (v) Ethnography (vii) 

Archival Research and (viii) Survey. The methods referred to are equally important and play a 

major role in finding the answer to the research question. However, Survey is the most apt to 

answer the research questions in this thesis as outlined below.  

 

Experiment: 

“Experiments are studies involving intervention by the researcher beyond that required 

for measurement.” (Blumberg et al. 2011 p 308). Experiments basically focus on the scientific 
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study. Here the data and case studies are manipulated by the researcher to find out the 

difference each time and measure it to present it as experimental results. This method is not as 

appropriate for our research paper as it involves people sharing their thoughts after the 

experiment is done. This paper deals with solo researchers and hence cannot follow this 

strategy. 

 

 

Case Study:  

As per Burns (2000, p. 460) case study involves extensive study and data collection to 

understand any particular entity. Mathews and Ross (2010, p. 128) explains case study as a in-

depth study of any entry by taking single case or multiple cases. The entity here may be 

behavioural study of person belong to some category, particular organisation, any country. This 

method generally studies only one entity by its behaviour and solves a broader view. This 

method is not suitable for our research paper as it can be biased. 

 

Action Research: 

“Action-research is the application of fact-finding to practical problem-solving in a 

social situation with a view to improving the quality of action within it”. (Burns, 2000, p. 443). 

Burns (2000) also defines this approach as a problem-solving technique in a particular context. 

Action research varies with situation. It may be collaborative result and self-evaluator. This 

particular approach is not suitable to our method as our paper is not based upon anybody’s 

action in a particular situation. 

 

Grounded Theory: 

As per Mathews and Ross (2010) grounded theory is a strategy which generates theory 

from data. Blumberg et al (2011) suggest this type of research strategy everything starts with 

a data and then moves forward with the theory. This is opposite of the strategy this paper is 

following. This method is applied to the researches where the previous researcher’s 

contribution does not add value rather creates the bias towards their view. The researcher takes 

only the data without knowing the literature written about it then tries to deduct or make a 

theory out of it. There are no interviews or involving other people. Only the research is based 

on the data collected and how the researcher interprets the theory. 

 

Ethnography: 
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“Ethnography compasses any study of a group of people for the purpose of describing 

their socio-cultural activities and patters”. (Burns, 2000, p. 393). Mathews and Ross (2010, p. 

135) defines this strategy as a relationship between the researcher and the data collected. This 

method is a very time-consuming process as the researcher need to involve more into that social 

pattern or setting. Here the researcher may need to hear or record data first hand. The author or 

the researcher needs to emerge them into this process for a very long time. And hence this is 

not a suitable strategy for our research paper. 

 

Archival Research: 

As per Saunders et al. (2009 p. 150) this method involves taking the data from the 

administrative data and documents. In this method the central focus is upon the past data and 

the changes happened to it over time. The researcher depends on the evidence from the old and 

archival records. This strategy is adopted for a completely different kind of scope and method 

and hence cannot be followed by this thesis.  

 

Survey:  

Saunders et al. (2009) mentions that survey method is very popular in researches related 

to business and managements. As the business decisions related to people’s expectation, their 

way of thinking and hence it is very important to capture their thoughts. This method answers 

questions like who, why, when and where. These are the questions should be answered by 

participants who are involved in either influencing the company decision or involving directly 

in the company decision. As it deals with quantitative method it is direct to-the-point answers. 

The researcher has more control over it. In this thesis the decision of cloud adoption is based 

on the peoples thought and expectation of the cloud computing for their company and hence 

survey method is best for this approach. Here the research questions are distributed with the 

help of google docs to the persons working in various restaurants in Ireland.  

 

4.4 Research Choice  

 The choices shown in the research onion includes mono method, mixed method and multi-

method (Saunders et al, 2007). Mono method usually uses one research approach either 

qualitative or quantitative, whereas mixed method comes from both qualitative and quantitative 

analysis (Bryman,2012). This research is mono quantitative deductive research.  
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4.5 Time Horizon 

The period or interval of time in which the study has been carried out is called time-

horizon. It is of 2 types: cross-sectional and longitudinal. In cross-sectional a particular point 

of time is taken, and phenomena related to it is studied. However, in longitudinal time horizon 

a period of time is considered where the changes of the subject is observed (Saunders, Lewis 

and Thornhill, 2009). Cloud adoption already occurred in the past for other industries and might 

be all the restaurants might take cloud in the future without any difficulties. However, at this 

point of time few restaurants of the Ireland have moved to the cloud and few did not move to 

the cloud. And hence with these questionnaires we are trying to find out the thought of the 

employees who can affect the decision of the institution in cloud adoption. And hence cross-

sectional time horizon will be appropriate. This thesis does not study any entities life span and 

and hence longitudinal time horizon will be in-appropriate for this thesis.  

 

4.6 Data Collection Methods 

There are 2 types of data collection methods. One is primary, and another is secondary. 

In secondary data collection method, the data in the forms of raw data or published qualitative 

data are used by the researchers to carry out some particular researches. Many companies 

collect, and store data related to particular field and access to them needs to be negotiated 

(Saunders et al 2009, p. 256-257). And the researchers use these data to carry out some other 

analyse. Basically, in the secondary data collection method data is collected for some other 

purpose but the analysis is done for another purpose. In primary data collection the data is 

collected directly from the respondents in the form of survey or the questionnaires. This data 

is particular for this thesis.  

 

Questioner: 

In this thesis questionaries’ are put directly for the respondents and hence a primary 

data collection method is adopted. Questionaries’ are basically a set of questions which is 

distributed to the respondents and record their answers. In the questionaries’ a respondent reads 

the question, interprets the meaning and write down the answers (Kumar, 2011, p. 144) 

“Surveys using questionnaires are popular because they allow the collection of standardized 

data from a sizable population in a highly economical way.” All the respondents are asked the 

same questions and asked to record the answers from the multiple choices, and, hence in some 

way the researcher will have control over it. This method is applicable to this paper as cloud 
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adoption is dependent upon few factors and few risks related to it is delaying the decision of 

the clients. This thesis through questioner and multiple-choice answers trying to find out those 

answers, so the vendors can look for an answer. 

 

Sample: 

As per Sekaran and Bougie (2010) sample is a small part of a bigger population which 

can represent the full group. Due to the time and space constraint it is not possible to take a 

survey of the complete population. And hence a sample is selected first who is believed to 

represent the whole population. In this paper the research is conducted on the Irish restaurants 

who are either reluctant to move to cloud, already present in the cloud or do not want to move 

to the cloud. All the employees of all the restaurants are difficult to reach or participate in this 

research, and, hence a set of 100 employees from different restaurants are selected. A 

questionaries’ created in the google cloud is then shared among those employees and the 

answers recorded is stored in the google cloud centrally. These employees are believed to 

participate in the decision taking of the cloud computing. 

 

Plan: 

There are few practical steps needs to be taken to get the employees of any restaurant 

to respond to this survey. As the researcher of this paper is present in the location where the 

research is carried out. And hence I visited few nearby restaurants in person during their off-

peak hours and their response is gathered. Some restaurants are contacted via Facebook for this 

response. It is not always easy to walk in and get the response. It is explained to them why the 

research is being done and why it is important for both. Few employees were reluctant to 

provide feedback due to complete lack of knowledge on cloud technology. However, around 

100 employees respond from various restaurants is gathered and then the survey based on them 

is analysed. Many of the case the question needed to be elaborated more to the employees, to 

make them understand the question and provide their point of view. The interview questions 

are in appendix one.  

 

4.7 Ethics 

As per (Saunders et al. 2009, p 183-184) there are strong possibility of the ethical issue 

to be raised during the research process. Ethical issue arises during various steps like getting 
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access to the organisation, knowing about their decision which is regarded to be internal 

decision.  According to Bryman and Bell (2011, p. 136) “The right to privacy is a tenet that 

many of us hold dear, and transgressions of that right in the name of research are not regarded 

as acceptable”.  The consent has been taken from the participant before taking the survey. Mack 

et al. (2005, p.31) suggests the undertaking should be taken by the researcher to protect the 

identity of the participants and the organisation. 

Below few ethical issues are pointed out related to various steps of the research. 

• Privacy of the participants;  

• Behaviour of the researcher towards the respondents;  

• Data confidentiality; 

• Reaction of the participants; and  

• Voluntary nature of the respondents.  

4.9 Limitations 

This research focuses on the factors influencing the decision of cloud adoption and also 

the challenges faced by these organisations during cloud adoption.  There are some constraints 

related to this thesis. First one is the self-selection bias that is inherent to surveys.  The study 

is based on only restaurants who agreed to disclose the internal decisions. All the restaurants 

of the Ireland cannot be covered. Second, some restaurants are local, and some are branches of 

the bigger chain and hence the employees of a bigger corporate might not have required 

knowledge for this thesis. However, their view point has been taken as the decision-making 

panel was not reachable for the thesis. Also, the decisions might change with time and vary 

with upcoming technology. 

 

 

4.10 Conclusion 

This chapter concluded that this research will be an experimental study with the help of 

quantitative data analysis. Data will be collected from a survey done on 90 different restaurants 

in Ireland and will be used to find out the factors effecting cloud adoption in hospitality industry 

in Ireland.21 different questions will be asked in the survey form related to cloud adoption by 

employs from their personal experience. TOE framework is used to analyse the data with 

proper ethical principles.  
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Chapter Five: Data Analysis 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of the chapter is to present the data collected from the survey. The purpose of the study 

is proper analysis of data using suitable statistics. 

5.2 Structure of Data Analytics 

A questionnaire containing 21 questions related to cloud adoption was prepared for the survey. 

Each and every question is based on the theme of the research and is backed by support from 

literature review. The questionnaire was sent to 150 participants from which only 90 

respondents complete the survey.  

5.3 Questionnaire 

A set of 21 question is distributed among 200 employees of various restaurants of 

Ireland. So, far 90 people responded with the answers. The research is carried out based on the 

answer submitted by the employees of different small and medium restaurant business. Below 

section each questionnaire is analysed in detail. 
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Question-1  

Number of employees working for your company? 

 

Figure 9 Number of employees working for your company 

Above diagram is derived from the 90 responses submitted by the employees of different 

small and medium restaurant employees. The responses are categorised in 3 sections (0-20, 

21-50 and more than 50). It has been seen that almost an equal proportion from each section 

is covered during the survey. Responses from a very small restaurants with employees 

numbering 0 to 20 are of 34.4% which is almost one third of the total responses with a 

frequency of 31. Second to it is medium restaurants with number of employees more than 

50 with frequency 30 and percentage 33.3%. And the last section is from small restaurant 

with frequency 29 and percentage 32.2%. This is a very good proportion to analyse the 

factors influencing cloud adoption and the employee’s view in it. 

Question-2  

Have you heard about cloud services? 
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Figure 10 Awareness of Cloud services among the employees 

Figure * shows that only 27.8% people do not know about cloud. But a greater number of 

people with 72.2% with frequency 65 knows about cloud. The first step of cloud adoption 

is having awareness of the cloud. This data shows two third of the respondent have 

knowledge about cloud. This shows a greater chance of cloud adoption.  

Question-3 

If yes, what is your knowledge about cloud? 

 

Figure 11 Knowledge level about cloud 
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The figure * depicts that out of 73 responses highest percentage of people have just the basic 

idea of the cloud and they are not much aware of the advantages associated with the cloud. A 

good percentage people which is 27.4% have already knowledge about cloud and its services. 

For a small or medium firm this is a great number when the employees know about cloud and 

its advantages. This is a positive factor when considering cloud adoption strategies. A striking 

number of people which is 31.5% just know the name of the cloud and do not have any other 

knowledge or awareness of the cloud. 

 

Question-4 

Does your company use cloud services? 

 

Figure 12 Companies yet to adopt cloud 

Out of 83 responses above an astounding number of employee (84.3%) responded that their 

organisation does not use cloud in any of the services. And only a small percent of employee 

(15.7%) responded that their company use cloud in some sort of service. This shows a huge 

market for cloud vendors. Researches should be done, and steps are to be taken so that the Irish 

small and medium level restaurants can take the advantage of moving to cloud. 

Question-5 

If no, are you planning to move to cloud? 
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Figure 13 Decision to move to cloud 

In the above pie chart 73 responses are recorded to answer whether they want to move to cloud. 

And an intriguing number (43.8%) of participants responded the probability in the future. This 

depicts that at current time people are not sure about moving to cloud. They are still analysing 

and re-thinking about the decision to move to cloud. A very small percent of people which is 

8.2% wants to move to cloud for sure. One fifth of the people which is 20.5% do not want to 

move to cloud. Reasons are not sure enough and could be analysed in another section. A bigger 

potion of people (27.4%) are not sure about moving to cloud. If they have proper knowledge 

about the advantage, this number can be added to a yes or a maybe in future section 

strengthening the cloud adoption probabilities. 

Question-6 

Does losing data ownership in cloud bothers you? 
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Figure 14 Issue of loosing data ownership , if moved to cloud 

A bigger number of people (42.9%) are not sure whether they will be impacted by the data 

ownership is being taken by the cloud vendors. Surprisingly, an approximately equal number 

of people (29.9% - No, 27.3% -yes) responded that they are either bothered by losing the data 

ownership or not bothered by data ownership. This is an interesting number to think about as 

the influencing factor is almost cancelling itself by the number of yes and no responds. 

Question-7 

What kind of technological barrier you think you will face while moving to the cloud? 
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Figure 15 Types of technological barriers impacting cloud adoption 

There are 6 types of factors in technology berries which are the risk factors associated with the 

cloud adoption. A majority with almost half of the people thinks that all the reasons related to 

the technology berries are responsible for them not moving to cloud. However, coming to 

individual sections data privacy is the most feared technological barrier which is standing on 

the way of cloud adoption. The second barrier is the security which is considered as a barrier 

as well. To combine altogether the data and security related barriers are most feared when 

coming to the barriers. 

Question-8 

Do you fear about data breach if you move to cloud? 
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Figure 16 Fear of data breach in cloud 

Above pie chart depicts an equal proportion of people responding yes, no and Note sure for the 

data breach issue. More people (37.2%) do not fear data breach in the cloud. 32.1% people are 

not sure how they are impacted in a case of data breach in cloud. A good percentage which is 

30.8% fear about the data breach which is also equivalent number to no and not sure respodents. 

Question-9 

Do you think you need high speed internet connection, if you choose cloud services? 

 

Figure 17 Need of cloud adoption 
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Above diagram almost 60% people (57%) thinks that high speed internet is required if they 

want to use cloud. A very small percentage (15.2%) believes that high speed internet is not 

required to use cloud. And surprisingly 27.8% people are not sure whether high speed internet 

is required for the cloud or not. 

Question-10 

Do you think vendor locking will be a problem, if you go to cloud? 

 

Figure 18 vendor locking problem impacting cloud adoption 

Highest number of people (41%) do not have knowledge about the vendor locking problem. 

And hence they are not sure whether this problem will be caused to their restaurant if they 

move to cloud. Relatively small number of people (32.1%) think that it is problem to be dealt 

with if they move to cloud. And 26.9% people think that they do not have to deal with vendor 

lock-in problem when moving to cloud. 

Question-11 

Do you think cloud services cost you more than the in-premise? 
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Figure 19 Cost of cloud Vs On-premise 

Out of 79 responses for the cost comparison 40.5% people think cloud services cost more than 

the on-premise and might add to the reason why they are reluctant to move to cloud. Half of 

that number (20.3%) thinks opposite that in-premise will cost more than the cloud services. An 

equally big number of people (39.2%) are not sure about the cost structure and do not know 

whether cloud will cost more or the on-premise. 

Question-12 

Are you aware of any legal barriers while moving to cloud? 

 

Figure 20 Awareness of legal bariers 
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39% of the responses are not aware of any legal barriers when comes to moving to cloud. A 

great number of people (26%) are aware of the legal berries when moving to cloud which is a 

positive sign when comes to knowledge about cloud adoption barriers. 35.1% people are not 

aware of the legal berries associated with cloud. 

Question-13 

Are you aware of any organisational barriers while moving to cloud? 

 

Figure 21 Awareness of organisational barriers 

Highest positive response goes for the above question and 35.5% people are well aware of the 

organisational barriers while moving to cloud. An almost equal number of people (30.3 %) are 

not aware of the organisational lever barrier their restaurant might face. However surprisingly 

34.2% people responded that they are not sure whether they are aware of the organisational 

barriers their organisation might face while moving to cloud.  

Question-14 

Do you fear long time contract with cloud vendors? 
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Figure 22 Fear of long time contract with cloud 

This survey is done only for the small and medium restaurant business of Ireland. And 41% 

people fear for the long-time contracts with the cloud vendors. A relatively small number 

(25.6%) of people responded that they do not fear about the long-term contracts with cloud 

vendor. And 33.3% people responded they are not sure of the impact of long-term contract of 

cloud vendors with their organisation. 

Question-15 

Are you aware of pay schemes of cloud vendor? 

 

Figure 23 Awareness of pay schemes of cloud 
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An astounding number (43%) of people are not aware of the pay scheme of the cloud vendor. 

However, interestingly 21.5% people are aware of the pay schemes related to cloud vendor/ 

35.4% responded that they are not sure whether they know about the pay-scheme or not. 

Question-16 

Can you trust cloud service with your data? 

 

Figure 24 Trusting cloud services with data 

When comes to trusting data with the cloud vendor only a small number of people (13%) 

responded they do not trust cloud vendor with the data. But a bigger number of people (46.8%) 

people are not sure whether they can trust the cloud vendor with their data or not. An equivalent 

number of respondents (40.3%) voted that they can trust their data with the cloud vendor which 

is a positive sign when comes to decision making factors of cloud adoption. 

Question-17 

Do you think it is complex to adopt to cloud? 
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Figure 25 Complexity in adopting cloud 

Above chart illustrates bigger number of people (38.5%) think it is complex to move to the 

cloud. A similar number of people (37.2%) are not so sure about the process related to cloud 

migration. However, a smaller set of people (24.4%) thinks that it is not so complex to move 

to cloud. 

Question-18 

Are you worries that any technical issues in cloud will take longer time to resolve rather that 

on-premise? 
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Figure 26 Time taken to resolve issues in cloud vs on-premise 

 

As per the above chart a bigger proportion of people(39%) do not have the knowledge whether 

it takes much time to resolve the issue in on-premise or in the cloud. 32.5% people claim that 

they think it will take more time in the cloud to resolve any issue compared to on-premise. And 

28.6% people think the opposite. 

Question-19 

Do you think your data can be easily hacked, when stored in cloud? 
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Figure 27 Whether it is easy to hack data in cloud? 

As per the above chart almost 45% of people are not sure whether the data can be easily hacked 

in a cloud environment. 20.5% voted that they think that the data can be easily hacked when 

present in the cloud and 34.6% voted that they do not think data will be easily hacked when 

present in the cloud compared to on-premise.  

Question-20 

Which barrier do you think stops you moving to cloud? 

 

Figure 28 Type of barrier impacting most while moving to cloud 
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The barriers are categorised broadly under technical, legal and organisational. Almost half of 

the participants believe that overall all the factors contribute to the barriers when moving to 

cloud. Coming to individuals people think technical barrier is first among all three categories 

which should be considered first while moving to cloud. 

5.4 Validation and Hypothesis: 

Various hypothesis was proposed to understand the nature of cloud adoption by the restaurants 

of Ireland. Below section covers various hypothesis which analyses various factors and its 

implications associated with cloud adoption. 

5.4.1 Hypothesis 1 Analysis – Cloud Computing and the Technology: 

H1a: “Complexity of cloud adoption is negatively associated with the time taken to resolve 

issues in cloud?” 

Below table shows the co-relation between two fields “complexity in cloud adoption” and 

“whether more time is taken to resolve issues in cloud” 

People who thinks it will take more time to resolve issues in cloud compared to on-premise 

also thinks that it is more complex to adopt cloud. And a highest number of people who 

answered that it takes less time in resolving issues in cloud also think it is not complex to adopt 

cloud. This is a positive sign for cloud adoption. 

 

Table 1 Co-relation Between Complexity and time taken in cloud 

Are you worries that any technical issues in cloud will take longer time to resolve rather 

that on-premise? * Do you think it is complex to adopt to cloud? Crosstabulation 

 

Do you think it is complex to adopt 

to cloud? 

Total No Not sure yes 

Are you worries that 

any technical issues 

in cloud will take 

longer time to resolve 

rather that on-

premise? 

No Count 15 1 5 21 

Expected 

Count 

5.0 7.7 8.3 21.0 

Not 

sure 

Count 1 23 6 30 

Expected 

Count 

7.1 11.1 11.8 30.0 

yes Count 2 4 19 25 

Expected 

Count 

5.9 9.2 9.9 25.0 

Total Count 18 28 30 76 

Expected 

Count 

18.0 28.0 30.0 76.0 
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Chi-square test is conducted to find out whether there is any relation between these two fields. 

And it is evident that both the fields are closely related. Here the p value = 0.000 showing 

significant relation. Degree of freedom(df)=4, chi-square value=62.420. And the Phi 

value=0.906 explaining the close relation. 

 

 

Table 2 Chi square test of Complexity and time taken in cloud 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymptotic 

Significance 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 62.420a 4 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 59.479 4 .000 

N of Valid Cases 76   

a. 1 cells (11.1%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.97. 

 

 

Table 3 Symmetric measure of Complexity and time taken in cloud 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Approximate 

Significance 

Nominal by 

Nominal 

Phi .906 .000 

Cramer's V .641 .000 

N of Valid Cases 76  

 

Hence the NULL hypothesis is rejected, and alternative hypothesis is accepted for the paper 

that “People with assumption that cloud will take more time to resolve the issue than on-

premise also think strongly that it is complex to adopt cloud” 

 

5.4.2 Hypothesis 2 Analysis – Cloud computing and the Organisation: 

Hypothesis 2a:” Size of the company and their decision to adopt cloud is independent to each 

other” 

Co-relation between organisational size and their cloud adoption status is analysed below. 

Below table shows that small size companies are more reluctant to move to cloud. Company 
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size with More than 50 employees have 9 respondents that they are already in cloud. Gradually 

the number decreases when coming to company size between “1-50” and “0-20”. 

 

Table 4 Co-relation between company size and cloud adoption 

Does your company use cloud services? * Number of employees working for your 

company? Crosstabulation 

 

Number of employees working for your 

company? 

Total 0-20 21-50 

More than 

50 

Does your company 

use cloud services? 

No Count 29 23 18 70 

Expected 

Count 

25.3 21.9 22.8 70.0 

yes Count 1 3 9 13 

Expected 

Count 

4.7 4.1 4.2 13.0 

Total Count 30 26 27 83 

Expected 

Count 

30.0 26.0 27.0 83.0 

 

Chi-square analysis suggests that they are independent of each other. However due to 50% data 

falls under 50% (ideal below 20%), this cannot be taken further with the analysis. 

 

 

Table 5 Chi-square test for company size and cloud adoption 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymptotic 

Significance 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.170a 2 .006 

Likelihood Ratio 10.312 2 .006 

N of Valid Cases 83   

a. 3 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.07. 

 

Hypothesis 2b “People who think cloud is costing more than on-premise and their awareness 

about payment-scheme” of cloud is mutually exclusive.” 
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This analysis is done to check whether the questions about awareness of people regarding the 

pay-schemes and their opinion about cloud costing more/less have any significant relationship 

with each other. For correct analysis the fields will NULL entries are excluded. 

 

The field with more people thinking that the cloud will cost more are the section of people who 

are not aware of the cloud schemes. Cloud might cost more sometimes but it is more evident 

that due to lack of awareness people think that it will cost more when they move to cloud. 

Highest number of people who knows about the payment scheme thinks that it will cost even 

less in cloud. 

 

Table 6 Co-relation between cloud pay structure awareness vs assumption it costs more 

Are you aware of pay schemes of cloud vendor? * Do you think cloud services cost you 

more than the in-premise? Crosstabulation 

 

Do you think cloud services cost you 

more than the in-premise? 

Total No Not sure yes 

Are you aware of 

pay schemes of 

cloud vendor? 

No Count 4 10 19 33 

Expected 

Count 

6.8 13.1 13.1 33.0 

Not 

sure 

Count 1 20 7 28 

Expected 

Count 

5.7 11.1 11.1 28.0 

yes Count 11 1 5 17 

Expected 

Count 

3.5 6.8 6.8 17.0 

Total Count 16 31 31 78 

Expected 

Count 

16.0 31.0 31.0 78.0 

 

A Chi-square analysis is done for these two parameters to understand the dependency among 

these fields. 

 

Table 7 Chi-square test for cloud pay structure awareness vs cost comparison 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymptotic 

Significance 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 38.582a 4 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 36.358 4 .000 

N of Valid Cases 78   
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a. 1 cells (11.1%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.49. 

 

Above table shows the chi-square value=38.582 and degree of freedom is 4.p value=0.000. 

Here the two fields are dependent with each other. Awareness about the cloud and their view 

point on the cost structure “on-premise Vs cloud” is dependent on each other. Misconception 

in the mind of people is due to the ignorance of the payment-schemes of cloud. 

 

Table 8 Symmetric measure for cloud pay structure awareness vs cost comparison 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Approximate 

Significance 

Nominal by 

Nominal 

Phi .703 .000 

Cramer's V .497 .000 

N of Valid Cases 78  

 

This invalidates the NULL theory and the paper accepted the alternative theory which says 

“People who are aware of the payment-schemes of the cloud and their view point whether it 

costs more in cloud or on-premise are dependent on each other” 

5.4.3 Hypothesis 3 Analysis – Cloud Computing and the Environment: 

Hypothesis 3a: “Increased awareness of the cloud and chance of cloud adoption are 

independent of each other.” 

We have made a Null hypothesis here. And in further sections using chi square analysis we 

would see whether the NULL hypothesis is valid or not? 

For convenience of the analysis fields which are not filled by the respondents are deleted and 

rest of the data is used for the analysis. 

Below 2 question data is taken for evaluation. 

 

Frequency Table  

 

 

Table 9 : Cloud Awareness Frequency table 

Have you heard about cloud services? 
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 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 17 25.4 25.4 25.4 

yes 50 74.6 74.6 100.0 

Total 67 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Table 10 : Frequency table for future decision for cloud adoption 

If no, are you planning to move to cloud? 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid May be in 

future 

32 47.8 47.8 47.8 

No 15 22.4 22.4 70.1 

Not sure 20 29.9 29.9 100.0 

Total 67 100.0 100.0  

 

A total of 67 entries are found to be valid ones with data present in both the columns and used 

for the analysis. 

FREQUENCIES: 

 

Table 11 Valid responses for cloud awareness statistcis 

Statistics 

 

Have you 

heard about 

cloud 

services? 

If no, are you 

planning to 

move to 

cloud? 

N Valid 67 67 

Missing 0 0 

 

Its evident from the above tables that out of 67 entries 50 people have awareness for cloud and 

17 do not have awareness for cloud. Now using the chi square analysis, we will analyse whether 

there is any relation between cloud awareness and chances of cloud adoption. 

 

Crosstabs 
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Table 12 Co-relation between cloud awareness and cloud adoption 

Have you heard about cloud services? * If no, are you planning to move to cloud? 

Crosstabulation 

 

If no, are you planning to move to 

cloud? 

Total 

May be in 

future No Not sure 

Have you heard about 

cloud services? 

No Count 2 9 6 17 

Expected 

Count 

8.1 3.8 5.1 17.0 

yes Count 30 6 14 50 

Expected 

Count 

23.9 11.2 14.9 50.0 

Total Count 32 15 20 67 

Expected 

Count 

32.0 15.0 20.0 67.0 

 

Above table the actual count for each value of the question “Are you planning to move to 

cloud?” is mapped to either yes value or No value of the question “Have you heard about the 

cloud?”. There is another section called Expected count which is the value if there is no division 

like “yes” or “No”. 

 

Table 13 Chi-square test for cloud awareness vs cloud adoption 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymptotic 

Significance 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 15.905a 2 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 16.310 2 .000 

N of Valid Cases 67   

a. 1 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.81. 

In the Chi-square test the Chi-square value = 15.905. The p value= 0.000 and both values are 

significantly dependent. The co-relation co-efficient is “0.487” which is phi value from the 

Symmetric measures. 

 

Table 14 Symmetric measure for cloud awareness and cloud adoption 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value 

Approximate 

Significance 
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Nominal by 

Nominal 

Phi .487 .000 

Cramer's V .487 .000 

N of Valid Cases 67  

 

Here, we are rejecting NULL hypothesis and accepting alternative hypothesis. 

Alternative Hypothesis: Awareness of the cloud and cloud adoption chances are significantly 

dependent on each other. 

Further to analyse the level of knowledge employees possess, it has seen from the below table 

that out of a total 65 non-blank records only 19 responded that they know about cloud and its 

services and rest of the people have just basic knowledge about the cloud. This is a very small 

percentage.  

 

Table 15 Statistics of knowledge of cloud between people and level of knowledge 

Have you heard about cloud services? * If yes, what is your knowledge about cloud? 

Crosstabulation 

 

If yes, what is your knowledge about 

cloud? 

Total 

Basic idea 

what it is, 

but not sure 

about the 

advantages 

I know 

about cloud 

and its 

services 

Just know 

the name 

Have you heard 

about cloud 

services? 

No Count 3 1 21 25 

Expected 

Count 

8.3 5.6 11.1 25.0 

yes Count 27 19 19 65 

Expected 

Count 

21.7 14.4 28.9 65.0 

Total Count 30 20 40 90 

Expected 

Count 

30.0 20.0 40.0 90.0 

 

 

5.3 Discussion: 

In this section a comparison is provided between the work done in this paper and work done 

by other authors for a similar field. Below table shows how the factors effecting the cloud 

adoption are similar in this paper as well, few factors gave opposite results compared to other 

researchers. 
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(Nattakarn Phaphoom et al., 2015) in his paper explains about various technical factors like 

portability, availability, migration complexity, security is impacting the cloud adoption 

process. In a survey of 90 restaurants we have found that 53.6% people find it difficult to adopt 

cloud due to same factors. Also, a relation between complexity of the data and future data 

adoption is carried out by chi-square method and analysed to be interdependent to each other. 

The more people think it is complex to adopt to cloud also told they are either not moving to 

the cloud or they are not sure about it. Also, security is a measure issue in cloud adoption. They 

fear about the ownership however a 24% people voted that they do not fear about data breach 

in the cloud. When found a co-relation between fear of data ownership and data breach, it found 

out to be co-related. People who fear losing data ownership also fears for data breach and less 

interested in the cloud adoption. Majority of this section voted they are unsure about the cloud 

adoption or might think in the future. (Justin opera martins et all.,2015) critically analyses the 

vendor locking problem related to the cloud vendors. He suggested to improve inter-operability 

among the vendors to enhance cloud adoption. In our finding vendor-locking survey a majority 

32% replied that they are not sure of the topic vendor locking and 21% voted as vendor locking 

is not a major cause which is stopping them to move to the cloud. Hence the findings are 

contradictory. As the knowledge about the vendor locking was limited among the restaurants, 

it was not considered a major challenge. (Nouf Alkhater et al,2018) in his paper explains the 

importance of internet connection while adopting cloud and plays a major role while taking 

decision to adopt cloud. In this paper a biggest percentage 45% thinks the high-speed internet 

connection is a major factor in taking decision in cloud adoption. The paper gave similar result 

though the sample count of this paper is way lesser than the author. (Guner Sneiders, 2014) 

found out technical barriers like data hacking plays a major role in cloud adoption. In this paper 

we have found out that the data hacking is not considered a bigger problem among Irish 

restaurants. As low as 16% people thinks data hacking is a real issue which might influence 

their decision in moving to cloud. However other technical factors like complexity, data 

ownership have negative impact on the cloud adoption decision. (John Denham et all.,2012) in 

his paper found out that technical, organisational and legal factors play a major role in cloud 

adoption. In our paper the finding favoured this research paper. Among all the surveyor a 

majority which is 51% people thinks that all the factors are major factors to be considered while 

moving to the cloud. Berlin Mano Robert Wilson et all (2015) considers cost along with other 

factors where cost is a major factor for developing countries like India. In our research paper 

the analysis was done for the small and medium businesses and money investment is something 

new was a major factor. Already running business should consider investing money in cloud 
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to get a benefit over a long period of time. Small businesses focus on quarterly benefits rather 

than long tern benefits. In our paper a only 16% people think it is not a major factor in cloud 

adoption while majority thinks it is a bigger factor. Also in the statistics we have found out that 

size of the restaurant plays a major role while taking decision for cloud adoption. Restaurant 

with employee count more than 50 already moved to cloud and have a positive view about 

cloud however small organisations so not think the same. 

Author name Findings of the 
author 

My findings Comment 

Nattakarn 

phaphoom et all 

1-How technical 

barriers and security 

related issues hold 

companies from 

moving to cloud. 

2-study focuses on 6 

major barriers such as 

availability, 

portability, 

integration, migration 

complexity, data 

privacy and security. 

53.6% people from 

my survey found all 

the technical issues 

such as availability, 

portability, migration 

complexity, security, 

data privacy etc 

effect their decision 

for cloud adoption 

Technical issues 

related to cloud 

adoption is same for 

me also as the author. 

Both the research 

findings are all most 

same. The big 

difference is the 

population of the 

survey. The 

population for the 

researcher is 352 

where as for my 

research paper it is 

90. 

Chen wang et all 1-probelms faced by 

it project managers 

while moving to 

cloud. 

2-concern of project 

managers regarding 

data privacy and 

security while 

moving to cloud. 

3-technical project 

managers ranked 

time, cost and scope 

as three main 

parameters for 

project sustainability 

Most people found 

data privacy, security 

as major barriers 

from going to cloud. 

My survey shows 

time, cost and scope 

are not that important 

for cloud adoption 

from employs point 

of view where as the 

researcher found 

them very crucial 

Justin opera 

martins et all 

1-critical analysis of 

vendor lock in 

problems while 

moving to cloud from 

business point of 

view. 

2-the importance of 

interoperability, 

32.1% people found 

vendor lock ins as a 

problem where as 

41% people are not 

sure about the topic. 

My paper do not 

think vendor lock in 

as a big issue for 

cloud adoption as 

most people are not 

aware of it. 
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portability and 

standards in cloud 

computing. 

3-how to avoid lock 

in risks while moving 

to cloud 

Nouf alkhater 1-Factors that 

influence the decision 

to adopt cloud 

computing in the 

private sector in 

Saudi Arabia 

2-technological 

factors such as high-

quality internet 

connection, security 

concerns, privacy 

concerns and trust 

how effect cloud 

adoption 

In my findings also 

high speed internet 

connection plays an 

vital part for cloud 

adoption as 57% 

people consider it is 

necessary condition 

for cloud service 

The researcher did 

the survey among 300 

companies in Saudi 

Arabia where as my 

findings are from 90 

restaurants in Ireland. 

But in both research 

paper high speed 

internet connection 

plays a significant 

role for cloud 

adoption 

Guner sneiders Explores cloud 

computing adoption 

factors in less IT 

mature countries such 

as Turkey. 

 

Explains 

technological factors 

such as security, 

critical business 

process, loss of 

control over data and 

system and technical 

infrastructure in the 

form of broadband 

affects cloud 

computing. 

My survey shows 

only 20% people 

thinks data can be 

hacked in cloud 

whereas all other 

technical issues have 

same impact for 

cloud adoption 

Mostly both the 

findings are same 

except data loss as in 

my survey most 

people do not 

consider data loss by 

a hacker as a major 

obstacle 

Mazhar ali et all The study focuses 

mainly security 

issues in cloud 

computing such as 

user privacy, 

authentication, data 

breach etc. 

30.8% people fear 

data breach will be 

problem in cloud 

where as 32.1% 

people are not sure 

about it. 

The researcher shows 

data breach as one of 

the major issues 

related to cloud 

security. My survey 

shows less that 30% 

people agrees it as a 

threat where as rest of 

the people are not 

sure about it. 

Tiago oliveria Shows organizational 

barrier in cloud 

computing 

My survey could not 

focus more on 

organizational 

Tiago explained in 

detail more about 

organizational 
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barriers as 70% 

people only 

answered this 

question among 

which 34.2% are not 

sure about the issue 

barriers where as my 

paper have not 

enough material for 

this issue. 

John Denham et 

all 

What different 

barriers are faced 

during cloud 

computing 

The three major 

barriers for cloud 

adoption is technical, 

organizational and 

legal 

My findings are also 

similar to that of the 

researcher as 51% 

people consider all 

the three barriers such 

as technical, legal and 

organizational as 

major blockage for 

cloud adoption 

Berlin mano robert Barriers of cloud 

adoption in SMEs in 

Tamil Nadu. 

 

How technical factors 

like broad band 

availability, high 

band width cost and 

vendor lock ins are 

the main barriers for 

cloud adoption 

My findings are also 

similar along with 

the cost factor as 

40.5% people think 

cost also effects 

cloud adoption 

Both the research 

paper has similar 

issues such as 

availability, vendor 

lock ins and cost. My 

data is based on 

survey in Ireland only 

whereas the 

researcher survey 

comes from Tamil 

Nadu 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

6.1 Introduction: 

This section summarises the findings in this paper. Also based on the data analysis done on the 

sample survey data, paper derives a general conclusion. The nature of this research paper is 

interpretive and hence greatly involved with the individuals associated with the survey. Further 

sections represent un-biased limitation of the research paper. 

cloud computing is more than a technology, it is an idea that spread across the globe in last 

decade. More and more companies like Netflix etc. (*) are adopted cloud and have shown 

tremendous growth in their respective sector. However, the small and medium businesses are 

not yet understood or analysed the benefit they might get after taking cloud. Cloud vendors 

provide various services like database as a service, Infra as a service etc. according to the 

requirement of the client. They also provide a pay-as-you go payment scheme and company 

pays only when they are using any of the cloud services. Any change in the infrastructure in an 

in -premise environment should go through a process and provisioning takes time. In contrast 

to this cloud providers provides the infrastructure immediately without any delay. Despite all 

the benefits cloud provides the restaurants of Ireland are reluctant to adopt to the cloud. 

Regarding cloud, many people are unaware and also few people have mis-conception for cloud. 

Hence, this paper is aimed at understanding factors like security, cost, legal etc to see whether 

they have significant impact on the cloud adoption decisions of the companies. The decision 

of the small and medium companies is highly influenced by the employees. And hence taking 

a survey among the restaurant employees can provide a insider on the factors that influences 

the decision of the cloud computing positively or negatively. 

6.2 Determinant Factors: 

Below observations are strictly based on the sample collected by 90 employees working in 

various restaurants of Ireland. These questionnaires help in understanding the people’s thought 

about the cloud and how it influences the decision making. 

• Knowledge of cloud and its services: 

From the survey it is evident that 27.78% people who works in restaurant haven’t heard about 

the name cloud services. It is big number they are completely unaware of the cloud and its 

advantage. This might become a major factor while decision is being taken. if a majority of 

“no” belongs to same restaurant then a positive decision on the cloud adoption id hard to derive. 

Further analysis has been done on the topic. The yes voters have further been asked to describe 
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their level of knowledge. Only 27.40% people voted that they know cloud and the services it 

provides. Hence just knowing about cloud or little knowledge about cloud would not help in 

decision making process. The people who are the decision makers or influencers do not have 

knowledge on the complete cloud and it’s a major barrier in cloud adoption.  

• Knowledge of pay scheme of Cloud vendors: 

Study on the survey reveals only 21.52% people are aware of the pay-schemes of the cloud. 

The major advantage of the cloud is the pay-as-you-go scheme. They have different models for 

storage and processing servers. Also, vendors like AWS provides EC2 spot instance, which 

will help in processing the company data with lesser price when servers are free. If a 

approximate 80% people will remain unaware of the schemes which are main success factors 

of cloud service provides, it will be a major challenge for the SME business to adopt cloud. A 

majority of 40% people thinks that moving to cloud will cost them more money. Small and 

medium businesses do not have enough finances to experiment on the performance. And 

majority see success as the quarterly profit they make from their business than thinking more 

about long-terms. And hence this acts as a major factor in accepting cloud. 

• Impact of technical barriers on cloud adoption: 

The most common misconception about cloud adoption is facing any issues related to its 

service. 32.5% people think its east to solve any technical issues related to data storage if they 

have it in their own premises. Their assumption is that cloud service will take longer time to 

resolve any technical issue and they cannot do it by themselves as they do not have expertise 

in cloud. 39% people are not sure whether cloud service is better or their own data centre 

engineers in solving any technical problem. 

 

6.3 Research Limitations 

This research is limited to only feedbacks received from the correspondents. From the bigger 

population it is assumed that the data sample have symmetrical structure as of the population. 

Also, the data is provided by the surveyors and is dependent on their knowledge about the cloud 

and interpretation of the question correctly. The research is done in a 3-month period of time 

which is very limited for a research of this scale. All the employees who participated might not 

be involved in decision making process of cloud computing.  
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The researcher has never done a research before, so the understanding of the thesis may not be 

that accurate and deeper because of limited experience. As English is the second language of 

the researcher, it might have affected the structure of sentences in the whole process. 

6.4 Recommended for Future Research: 

Cloud computing is a vast field to do research. Few factors deemed important are analysed in 

this paper. Some factors which will give clear picture like cost comparison including CAPEX 

and OPEX can be included for a research in cloud adoption. A detailed analysis on the 

suggestion to the vendors addressing the dilemmas of restaurants can be covered. A ideal 

framework for easy migration including social factors should be included. Often it is unclear 

about the environment of the cloud after migration and hence detail comparison can be made 

between two systems. 
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Chapter 7: Self Reflection 

This section reflects the skill improved by the researcher during this dissertation process. Also, 

it reflects the learning cycles, high lights of the academic and professional skills. The below 

section outlines various learning sections and adoption to the master programme  by the 

researcher(me) is explained. 

7.1 Learning Styles: 

 

A learning style is the behavioural pattern followed by the researcher for a learning experience 

to acquire new knowledge, develop new skills and able to apply them in real life situations 

(Kolb, 1984). Here I discovered the learning pattern by applying 2 most popular learning styles. 

They are Kolb the learning style inventory and Mumford the learning style questionnaire. 

Kolb learning style follows a 4-step process which are also called stages of learning. They are 

concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization and active 

experimentation. These steps are shown diagrammatically in the below figure. As this is a 

learning cycle recurring learning happens in continuous cycles. It starts with a person 

performing an action and then completes a full cycle for the learning to happen. 

 

                                                                    Figure 29 : Kolb’s Learning Style (Reid,2005) 

Following this pattern Honey and Mumford (1986) also identified four individual learning style 

(Reid,2005). Based on the learning so far in the journey of master degree and dissertation 

researcher discovered that the pattern of learning behaviour is same as the four stages of 

concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization and active 

experimentation. 
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Concrete Experience (Kolb) – Activists (honey and Mumford) 

Activists prefer working in group and exploring new areas of knowledge and immediate 

experience. I already have corporate experience from my previous job and a bachelor’s degree 

in computer science and Technology. MBA degree started in Jan 2018 with a major with Cloud 

Computing. I was having basic knowledge about cloud and management. Before dissertation I 

already cleared 2 semesters consisting papers like international management, developing 

content for cloud, Theory of cloud computing, Business strategy, International management, 

Performance driven market and research method. Some of the modules had individual 

assessment which helps is self-learning. Some modules have group assignment from which I 

learned how to co-ordinate with others and work as a team. Research method was the stepping 

stone for the dissertation. It was an immense learning experience as this was first time 

researcher learnt how to do referencing, look for good papers and how to research. Paper like 

theory of cloud computing provided skeleton for the research topic. In this topic cloud and their 

challenges was discussed helping researcher to understand the current problem related to cloud 

and develop a research topic to help the market. International management also helped in 

understanding the frameworks which came handy during the thesis. 

Strengths: Engagement and Enthusiasm to learn something new. 

Weakness: Conclusions are not always correct as there is no extra time to consolidate the 

findings. 

Reflective Observation (Kolb) – Reflectors (Honey and Mumford) 

The reflector prefers to observe everything. They stand back, observe, listen and gather data 

from experience.  This step is followed during the problem finding phase. This phase was 

initiated during the first sem. I listened in the class, observed the topics covered in the cloud 

computing and came up with an idea for researching. This is a phase for self-reflection and 

identification of the real problem which can be carried forward in the form of research. As this 

should be something new compared to the other work done by other researchers a lot of 

observation required. 

Strength: Critical observation and tolerance 

Weakness: Lack of decision making 
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Abstract (Kolb) – Theorists (Honey and Mumford) 

Theorist are the people who analyses logical steps, rejects things which are not practical, 

assimilate co-herent facts into a single theory, rationalise objectively. The abstract 

conceptualisation phase was done during the second semester. The complete Literature review 

was written at this step. Papers related to the research topics are analysed. Similarity and 

difference between papers well understood. Then Literature review was written. Also, the 

hypothesis related to the research topic which can take the dissertation in the path of revelation 

is developed during this phase. 

Strengths: Logical and Analytical skills 

Weakness: Difficult to work with the activist 

Active Experimentation (Kolb) – Pragmatists (Honey and Mumford) 

Pragmatics seek and try new ideas. They also re-visit their earlier decisions. This phase is 

followed during the Dissertation phase. The hypothesis developed during the earlier stages re-

visited several times. Some hypothesis which should come as expected gave opposite result 

and hence rejected. Another hypothesis developed which might help in getting the end result. 

This stage is a very dynamic stage where the steps keep changing, theories gets rejected 

continuously and put forth new ones.  

Strengths: Realism and skills to get to the topic 

Weakness: Tendency to seize the solution to the first problem. 

7.2 Master Experience: 

Coming from other country (India), it was quite an experience to take up the master’s degree 

course in Ireland (DBS). Always the pattern of study differs in various country. Course was 

too diverse and demanded a lot of hard work from me. As the reports require good English. As 

a researcher, I struggled hard to create a good piece of work. Also, I did several other 

reporting’s where researching other papers and academic writing was involved. With time, I 

hope that I learned techniques to develop skills for good technical writings.  

Other than the dissertation researcher learned many skills and gained many experiences during 

the class. MBA course is designed to provide case-studies on various real-time situations. It 

helps learning the theory in depth and also knowing how to apply them.  A list of successful 

stories and failure stories is studied during the class. This made the researcher market ready for 

any roles in management field. 
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As an MBA graduate and as a researcher I  hope that my experience will mean that I will be 

able to understand the market problems, synthesize them and solve complex problem applying 

various methods. This will be a real value add to my previous experience. 

7.3 Influence of learning skill on the Research 

 

From the questioner provided to understand how the learning behaviour impacts the researcher, 

I developed a knowledge of theories and reflective style. In the initial phases theorist way of 

learning was very useful. During second semester a detailed study of the research papers in 

related fields have been done. And also, I was able to segregate similar paper of other authors 

in the same field. Also, it helped in developing the hypothesis for the later stage. This learning 

phase was very helpful when I analysed of the research topic and finished writing literature 

review and hypothesis. Reflector style of learning was a great impact on the researcher as initial 

stages are very crucial to find out a problem and understand the depth of it. This is a very 

crucial phase of the Research as observing and learning simultaneously is a great step to learn 

about the topic which needs to be researched. Pragmatists step came during the final stages of 

the thesis. During this stage I revisited earlier findings. Hypothesis kept changing and new kept 

coming. Rejection rate was also high making the step very dynamic and also practical. 

It was really difficult for me to find a balance between the strengths and weaknesses of the 

learning theories. It was a great learning experience. But there was no time to go through the 

topics again and again to make the learning stronger. And also due to less time to develop this 

thesis there are very less time to stop and revisit the concepts.  

7.4 Development Skills 

During the dissertation the I faced various challenges and in the process of overcoming them a 

great more learning happened. A significant learning is time management. Along with the 

dissertation I had part-time work and managing both is kind of hectic sometimes. But 

prioritising research project is a major successful learning. Along with so many other learning 

below are few remarkable learnings. 

Cognitive and Decision-making skills: 

During the dissertation phase I learned a lot more models applicable for the real world and can 

be implemented for any current market. I am confident in a career path in management skills 

and can have opinion about the management decisions. Analysing various frameworks and 
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models and checking which will fit for the research field decision making skill have been 

sharpened. 

Research and Investigative Skills: 

The word research is clearer in my mind now. A good paper is based on the trustable, reliable 

and influential literature works. Identifying this was a new experience for me. On the path of 

learning about how to research a lot of more reliable networks and trustworthy databases have 

been found. This will really shape the further learnings and researches the researcher performs. 

Numeracy and Quantitative Skills: 

For this research work data collection and analysis was a very important part. To collect the 

data from various employees of restaurants google form is used. As this is present in the cloud, 

just the link was sufficient to share and get the survey done. The link can be forwarded by email 

or WhatsApp. In maximum cases WhatsApp and Facebook is used to contact the respondents 

and get their surveys done. Also, during the data analysis phase Excel and SPSS software being 

used. This helped me to learn statistics and how to present the data. Lack of experience in 

statistics background, it was really hard for me to learn the statistical terms and analyse data 

using SPSS tool. However, in the process I learned terminologies of statistics and how to 

advocate the data.  

Writing Skills and Team Working: 

I am not a native English speaker and hence it is very difficult to write research paper in good 

English. It has taken a massive effort to write a good English in the research paper. Also, during 

the Dissertation collaboration with various people and team was made helping to learn team 

building. I have learned how to negotiate with other individual to achieve self-goal.  

Going Forward: 

I have previous 6+ corporate experience as a customer support executive in a multinational 

company.  MBA in cloud computing will improve the knowledge of cloud in a business 

terminology and will help in developing management skills. The research has been very 

challenging as it was a new experience altogether. I never did any dissertation before and also 

the referencing concept is new altogether. Thesis would help to imply the skills learned during 

the MBA programme to apply in a real-time and analyse by his own. Also, the thesis is a 

astounding tool to learn time management skills. With limited time for the researcher without 
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proper time management, it is almost impossible to finish the research in a three-month period 

of time. I also learned decision making skills and management skills. 

 

During the MBA programme I learned various skills to understand the market and various 

pattern to understand and analyse the market pattern. During the dissertation phase all the skills 

were implemented to gain practical knowledge. Hence, I believes I will be a valuable resource 

for several management roles in any organisation. 
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APPENDIX ONE: QUESTIONAIRE 

 

Question 
Number 

Question Citation  Literature Theme 

1 Name of your restaurant 
 
 

N/A N/A 

2 size of business 
         
 
 

N/A N/A 

3 No of employees working 
         
 

N/A N/A 

4 Have you heard about cloud services?         
 

N/A N/A 

5 If yes, what is your knowledge about cloud? 
 

Blackmon,2005 Defines what is cloud 
computing 

6 Does your company use cloud services? 
 
 

N/A N/A 

7 If no, are you planning to move to cloud? 
 
 

N/A N/A 



2 
 

8 Does loosing data ownership concerns you? Chebrolu,2011 Many companies feel they 
will loose control over their 
data 

9 what kind of technological barriers you think you will face while moving to cloud? 
 

Phaphoom et all2015 Demonstrates six major 
technical barriers while 
moving to cloud 

10 Do you fear about data bleach if you move to cloud? 
 
 

Khan and malluhi,2010 Chances of dada bleach as 
you will share your data in 
cloud 

11 Do you think you need to go for high speed internet connection if you choose cloud 
services? 

Kumar et all,1999 High bandwidth is required to 
access data from cloud 

12 Do you think vendor lock ins will be a problem for them if they go for cloud? Martins et all,2016 How vendor lock in effects 
cloud adoption 

13 Do you think cost will be more for cloud services? Sarwar2014 Cost model provided by cloud 
vendors does not suit all 

14 Are you aware of any legal barriers while moving to cloud? 
 

Kim et all,2009 Demonstrates legal barriers 
associated with cloud 

15 Are you aware of any organizational barriers while moving to cloud? 
 

Hassan,2017 What organizations barriers 
are faced while moving to 
cloud 

16 Do you fear for long term contracts with cloud vendors? 
 

Raj,2013 Long term contracts by cloud 
vendors makes organizations 
to rethink for cloud adoption 

17            Can you trust cloud service? Siepermann, et all ,2016 How trust on cloud vendors 
stops from cloud adoption 
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18 Do you think cloud adoption service is complex? 
 

Hazen,2012 Many organizations think 
cloud services are complex 

19  
Do you think if they face any technical issues in cloud then it will take longer time to 
resolve as it will be with the cloud vendors? 
 

Sarwar,2014 Technical issues in cloud can 
only be solve by cloud 
vendors 

20 Do you think your data can be hacked if its stored in cloud? Armburst,2009 How customers fear their 
data can be hacked if its in 
cloud 

21 Which barriers do you think stops you from moving to cloud? 
 

Denham et all,2012 Demonstrates barriers 
associated with cloud 
computing 

 

 

APPENDIX: Learning Log 

 

Description Comments Theoretical Underpinnings for 

Learning/Education theories  

Citations  

What went well 

 

 

1. I learnt how technology can be 

beneficial for the growth of any business 

with proper understanding and 

awareness. 

 

 
(Oliveira et all,2014 

 

Phaphoom et all,2015 
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2.I learnt how technical and security 

related issues are holding companies from 

moving to cloud. I realized I should always 

keep my mind open for new technologies. 

 

3. I became more responsible, hard 

working and realised the value of proper 

time management during the process. 

Also, I grew as a person because as 

researcher you need to be honest and 

truthful to your work. 

 

4. My mentor helped me to over come my 

fear and encouraged me to enjoy my 

work. She taught me the importance of 

punctuality and self-motivation. I learnt 

from her how positive approach and 

determination can help us to achieve our 

goals. 

What went not so well 

 

 

 

1.I learnt everything would not be as 

smooth and easy as you planed. I could 

not gather much data for my survey as I 
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expected. It was hard to convince 

employees to fill the form as all were busy 

in their perspective lives. 

 

2-I could not follow a proper time table 

during the initial weeks of my research 

because of my work schedules. It was very 

difficult to maintain part time job timings 

with my studies. Also, I felt sick for 2 

weeks which effected my preparation. 

 

3-I knew writing could be a problem for 

my thesis as English is my 2nd language. 

 

4-I believe this could be because of my 

lack of experience in this field and I found 

three months were not enough for this 

kind of research. 

 
What I would do differently were I in the same or 

similar circumstances again 

 

 

 

1. I would try to reach out more and more 

responds so that I might have better 

understanding of the problem. 

1.Single and Double Loop 

Learning 

(Rosete and Ciarrochi, 

2005 
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2. I feel qualitative analysis is equally as 

important as quantitative survey as it 

would have given more time to spend 

with the managers of restaurants to 

discuss about cloud adoption. 

3.I believed I should have taken a break 

from my job life and would have focused 

completely on my thesis. 

4. I would have contacted few cloud 

vendor experts to understand their 

business point of view. 

5.I would have applied double learning 

concept properly in my thesis 

 
Technical Skills acquired or improved upon 

 

 

1.During dissertation I have learned SPSS 

tool and Excel Tool. Learned about 

Nominal, Ordinal, Scale variables. 

2.I have also revisited the Excel formulas 

and did the analysis, learnt how to do pi-

chart.    

3. Learnt how to do survey using google 

forms. 

 

Concrete Experience (Kolb) – 

Activists (honey and Mumford)  

Reid, G., 2005. Learning 

Styles and Inclusion. 1st 

ed. London: PCP. 
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Soft/Non-technical skills acquired or improved 

upon  

 

 

1.Commication skill was the key when 

interacting with the people for survey. 

Many people did not agree to provide the 

survey. Out of 200 people I approached 

only 90 people agreed for survey. Few 

people agreed but they were completely 

unaware of the concept and hence few a 

greater number of surveys are of no use.  

 

 
 

 

 


